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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent research studies have found very small or no negative employment effects of moderate
minimum wage increases (Cengiz et al., 2019). Yet little evidence exists on the effects of very
large policy increases. In this paper we exploit the near-doubling of minimum wages in California
and New York State since 2013 to explore the effects of large increases in minimum wages—
especially on middle- and lower-income labor markets that are thought to be more susceptible to
disemployment effects. We find these minimum wage policies had large, positive and significant
employment effects in these labor markets, just as a monopsony model predicts. We then show that
employer power was present in these labor markets, reinforcing a monopsony explanation of our
positive employment estimates.

In 2022 California’s minimum wage reached $15 for all workers, the result of a series of increases
from $8 that began in 2014. Over a similar 7.5 year period, New York State increased its minimum
wage for fast food workers from $7.25 in 2013 to $15—in New York City on December 31, 2018
and in the rest of the state in 2021. California’s increases comprise a gain of 87.5 percent; New
York’s comprise 107 percent. These magnitudes are unprecedented, even measured in constant
dollars—56 percent in California and 72 percent in New York—and especially compared to the
stagnant federal minimum wage level since 2009. The policies represent a dramatic departure
from the incremental increases that characterized federal and state minimum wage policy in prior
decades.

We focus on the fast food industry because its wage levels are among the lowest of any sizable
industry. It also allows us to avoid issues related to tip credits for servers in full-service restaurants
in New York and to permit including New York’s upstate counties in our analysis. Our treatment
sample consists of 47 larger counties in California and New York that reached $15 or higher by
2022q1. The control counties come from states that have not experienced a minimum wage change
since the 2009 federal increase. The range of average pre-treatment earnings among the counties in
our treated sample spans the nationwide distribution of county-level average earnings. As a result,
our estimated minimum wage effects are likely generalizable to the U.S. as a whole.

Our primary analysis uses a stacked county-level synthetic control estimating strategy (Abadie and
L’Hour, 2021; Dube and Zipperer, 2015; Wiltshire, 2022b). We normalize the data and correct
for biases resulting from pairwise matching discrepancies and differences in pandemic responses
between treated counties and control counties. Our county-level stacked synthetic control approach
constitutes a novel strategy for estimating minimum wage effects. It directly accounts for local
variation and estimates optimal counterfactuals for each treated county, making it well-suited to
our context. It admits much more precise estimates than classic synthetic control estimation with a
single treated unit.

Our county-level design allows us to address whether our positive employment estimates result
from selection and attenuation effects, issues that have received relatively little attention in the lit-
erature. We exploit the fact that higher local minimum wages are more likely to be implemented
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where statewide policies have less bite. To account for such effects, we restrict our analysis to
counties that did not locally choose to adopt higher local minimum wages and where statewide
policies were more binding. We find that the near-doubling of the minimum wage caused signifi-
cantly greater employment gains in these less-affluent counties.

Our primary specification estimates a highly significant earnings elasticity for fast food workers of
+0.10, comparable to the Wursten and Reich (2023) fast food earnings elasticity of +0.15 estimated
using a stacked event study on all national minimum wage events between 1990 and 2015. Our
estimated employment elasticity of +0.08 is positive and significant according to even our conser-
vative p-values. These wage and employment estimates imply an own-wage elasticity of +0.69,
compared to an OWE of +0.41 for all workers in Cengiz et al. (2019) for their sample of minimum
wage events between 1984 and 2016.

We then consider whether these positive estimated employment effects result from selection or
attenuation biases. As Dube and Lindner (2021) document, cities that enact local minimum wage
increases tend to already have higher wages. We therefore examine employment effects in sub-
samples that exclude, in turn, areas with local minimum wages and areas with higher average
wages. We then obtain larger positive and significant employment elasticity estimates that are
persistent and robust. Indeed, in our sample of counties that excludes locales with minimum wages
above the state-wide minima, our wage elasticities are similar but our 0.14 employment elasticity
is higher than before. As a result, our estimated full-year own-wage elasticity for 2022 is 1.20;
and reaches as high as 1.53 by the end of 2022—comparable to own-wage elasticities in Card
(1992b); Card and Krueger (2000); Katz and Krueger (1992), and substantially higher than those
found in more recent minimum wage studies. The larger positive employment estimates in these
sub-samples suggest that selection and attenuation effects can obscure evidence of how minimum
wages overcome monopsony power and raise employment.1

To connect our work to the previous literature, we also present difference-in-differences and syn-
thetic difference-in differences estimates of our main results (Arkhangelsky et al., 2021; Callaway
and Sant’Anna, 2021). In California, where $15 minimum wages are legally binding for all work-
ers, we additionally examine effects on all restaurant workers and teens. Our results for all restau-
rant workers show no evidence of disemployment effects. We find positive employment effects for
teens that are consistent with the monopsony model.

To examine minimum wage effects on all workers, we again focus on California and develop a
novel hourly wage bin-by-bin analysis, similar to that in Cengiz et al. (2019). To do so, we build
on our stacked synthetic control estimation strategy, which is well-suited for studying repeated
annual minimum wage increases following a long period of no change. We find that the job effects
are concentrated almost entirely just below and above the new minimum wage levels, with no
significant employment effects in high wage bins.

1As Online Appendix E reviews, early studies of minimum wage effects in fast food (Card, 1992b; Card and Krueger,
2000; Katz and Krueger, 1992) also found positive employment effects. More recently, Wiltshire (2022b) found positive
employment effects in retail, especially where monopsony power is likely to be greater.
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Our treatment period from 2013 to 2022q4 includes the rapid and severe pandemic-driven recession
in March and April 2020 and the subsequent sharp economic recovery (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2022). The negative shocks to low-wage employment caused by initial local pandemic-related re-
sponses were greater in our treated counties than in our controls, but plausibly independent of min-
imum wage effects. We therefore build on the bias-correction synthetic control literature (Abadie
and L’Hour, 2021; Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein, 2021; Doudchenko and Imbens, 2016) to
develop and implement a method that mitigates bias related to heterogeneous pandemic responses,
fitting a model only on control counties. Our uncorrected results over the entire treatment period
show no evidence of disemployment effects, except during the height of the pandemic. Our pan-
demic correction shrinks continuously after 2020q4. Both our uncorrected and corrected estimates
detect positive employment effects from 2021q3 on.

We end by exploring some possible monopsony mechanisms for this result. We first examine the
effects of large minimum wage policies on separation rates of restaurant workers, teens and young
workers. We then examine the effects of these policies on profit margins at a large sample of
McDonald’s restaurants. We find that minimum wages significantly reduced employee separation
rates as well as McDonald’s profit margins. These results strongly suggest our positive employment
estimates are due to higher minimum wages overcoming local monopsony power.

The literature on large minimum wage increases in the U.S. is scant. The landmark paper by Cengiz
et al. (2019) does not find significant disemployment effects in the highest decile of state minimum
wage bites. Godoey and Reich (2021), the paper closest to ours, exploits intra-state variation in
median wages to examine the effects of recent minimum wage changes in low-wage counties. They
find no disemployment effects even where the minimum-to-median wage ratio reaches as high as
82 percent. Our paper takes a more granular approach and finds significant positive employment
effects.

Our paper makes four substantive contributions to the minimum wage literature. First, we evalu-
ate the effects of large minimum wage that have little recent U.S. precedent, finding evidence of
positive employment effects—contrary to predictions for competitive labor markets. Second, we
leverage county-level data to consider potentially confounding effects from selection and attenua-
tion biases. We find that subsetting the sample to focus on areas with larger bites results in higher
positive employment effect estimates—a result even more at odds with predictions for competitive
labor markets. Third, we find further evidence for monopsony labor market dynamics– in reduced
employee separation rates following minimum wage increases. Fourth, we obtain estimates of the
effects of minimum wages on profit margins. Taken together, these results indicate the presence of
monopsony power in the fast food sector in local labor markets and provide evidence that minimum
wages help overcome this employer power to the benefit of workers.

Our paper also makes three methodological contributions. First, we extend the sparse literature
that leverages local variation with a stacked synthetic control method. Our stacked county-level
synthetic control estimator provides more precise results than a statewide estimator, allowing us in
effect to match Los Angeles to Montgomery and Atlanta, rather than only California to Alabama
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and Georgia. Second, we extend a bias-correction procedure for synthetic control methods to
develop a novel means of separating pandemic-response confounds from minimum wage effects
in stacked synthetic control estimates. Finally, we provide the first template for using stacked
synthetic control results to estimate employment effects throughout the wage distribution.

The paper proceeds as follows. We discuss the policy environment and the monopsony puzzle in
Section II. We discuss our data, analysis samples and descriptive statistics in Section III. In Section
IV we explain the stacked synthetic control method and detail our extensions of it. In Section V
we present our main results, our evidence for monopsony power and the distributional effects on
all workers. We present and discuss the results of our robustness tests in Section VI and present
evidence of monopsony in Section 7. We further discuss our results and offer conclusions in Section
VIII. Appendix materials can be found in the Online Appendix.

II. HIGH MINIMUM WAGES AND THE MONOPSONY PUZZLE

II.A. High Minimum Wages: The Policy Environment

The federal minimum wage in the U.S. last increased in 2009q3, to $7.25. In the years following the
Great Recession, state minimum wage increases were restricted to the few states that had already
indexed their floors to inflation; thus California’s minimum wage remained at $8 between 2008 and
June 2014, while New York’s remained at $7.25 between 2009q4 and the end of 2013.

New York State’s minimum wage for all workers began increasing on December 31, 2013. State
law pre-empts New York localities from setting their own minimum wages. Nonetheless, respond-
ing to local conditions, in 2017 New York State created three minimum wage tiers: one for New
York City; a second for the surrounding counties of Nassau, Suffolk and Westchester; and a third
for upstate counties.2 In 2015 New York also began increasing minimum wages for fast food work-
ers at a more rapid rate than for all workers—reaching $15 in 2021q3—and even earlier in New
York City (see Table I).

In July 2014, California began increasing its minimum wage for all workers, reaching $15 in 2022.3

California minimum wage levels apply to all workers in all industries; and California allows local-
ities to set their own minimum wages above the state level. San Francisco began doing so in 2004,
followed by San Jose in 2013 and numerous other California cities in 2015. These local minimum
wage policies were often substantially higher than the state level. For example, minimum wages in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Jose rose more rapidly than in the state as a whole, and ex-
ceeded $16 by 2022. Table A.1 of the Online Appendix details the evolution of the minimum wage

2As Table I shows, though all three tiers were designated to eventually reach $15, by 2022 the minimum wage for
all workers in the upstate counties remained lower—at $13.20.

3From 2023 on, California’s minimum wage is indexed annually, capped at 3.5 percent per year. Additionally, the
minimum wage for fast food workers is scheduled to increase to $25 on April 1, 2024. In 2016 and 2017, California
set a $1 lower minimum wage for employers with 25 workers or less. We ignore this differential, as Wursten and Reich
(2023) show that effects on pay and employment for such businesses were the same as among all businesses.
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in the 34 California cities—across nine counties—that had local minimum wages, 17 of which had
reached $15 or higher by 2020q1.4

Figure I presents 2013 county-wide average weekly earnings among the 47 largest counties in New
York and California and in four other U.S. counties with minimum wages that reached at least $15
by 2022q1 (or contained cities with higher local floors). Figure I indicates that 2013 earnings were
generally higher in the 14 counties with local minimum wages than in the remaining 33 counties
(all of which are in California and New York). This correlation suggests that treatment selection
is nonrandom, which could bias estimates of minimum wage effects.5 Figure I also shows that
the distribution of average earnings in the 33 California and New York counties without local
minimum wages is highly representative of the distribution of average county earnings faced by all
U.S. workers.

To further examine the representativeness of these counties, we show the share of all workers in fast
food in each of the counties in Figure A.1. We use the same earnings ranking as in Figure I. The
distribution of employment shares in fast food is only weakly correlated with 2013 wage levels,
especially among counties that most resemble the rest of the U.S. Notably, the variance of these
shares among the treated counties is low, with an inter-quartile range of 1.5 percentage points.

In summary, between 2014 and 2022 minimum wages in California and New York rose dramat-
ically faster and higher than any U.S. minimum wage events in prior decades. Moreover, the
distribution of pre-treatment county-level earnings in these two states is representative of labor
markets across the U.S. These minimum wage policies thus present a unique opportunity to study
the effects of large minimum wage increases on modern labor markets.

II.B. The Range of these Policies Among Exposed Groups and Areas

To provide further context for the substantial scope of these policies, we deploy two commonly-
applied minimum wage metrics: the ratio of the minimum wage to the median wage, and the
fraction of workers earning less than the upcoming minimum wage (the ”bite”). Figure II displays
these metrics for all restaurant workers in California (shown in blue), for a low-wage local labor
market (Fresno, shown in green), for a high-wage local labor market (San Francisco, shown in red)
and for teens 16 to 19 (shown in yellow).6

Panel A of Figure II shows how the minimum wage policies changed the ratio of the minimum
wage to the median wage. For California this ratio increased from 44 percent in 2013 to 58 percent

4Since all the California cities fully index their minimum wage levels to inflation, minimum wage rates in 2023 (not
shown in the table) were substantially higher.

5The 14 counties with local minimum wage counties are also high cost of living areas, a point often noted by local
advocates of higher minimums.

6The sample size of the Current Population Survey is not sufficient for county-level analyses of fast food wages, nor
are the SIC codes detailed enough. We therefore restrict this figure to restaurant workers in California, which does not
have a tip credit.
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in 2022.7 This variation lies within the range of the 138 state minimum wage increases studied
by Cengiz et al. (2019); in their sample the highest minimum to median wage ratio is 59 percent.8

However, some individual California counties lie well outside this range: in low-wage Fresno, the
minimum wage to median wage ratio climbed as high as 80 percent, similar to ratios one would
find in Alabama or Mississippi if the federal minimum wage were $15 (Godoey and Reich, 2021).
In high-wage San Francisco, which first raised its minimum wage to $8.50 in 2004 (equivalent to
about $13 in 2022), the minimum wage to median wage ratio is much lower, about 30 percent.

Panel B of Figure II displays how increasing California’s minimum wage affected the proportion
of workers paid less than the new minimum wage. The statewide bite varied between 10 and 15
percent, while the bite in low-wage Fresno County reached as high as 35 percent. The bite of
the state minimum wage in high-wage San Francisco was negligible, as expected, since the local
minimum wage remained above the state minimum wage for this entire period. The variation in
bites between Fresno and San Francisco is similar to the variation among all U.S. counties in 2005-
2017 (Godoey and Reich, 2021). The high bite in Fresno and the low bite in San Francisco motivate
our use of sub-samples to address potential selection and attenuation bias.

Each panel of Figure II also plots these outcomes for the two most exposed subgroups: teens and
restaurant workers. The bite for teens ranges between 45 and 60 percent, while the bite for restau-
rant workers ranges between roughly 40 and 50 percent. For both groups, the ratio of the minimum
wage to the median wage hovers between 90 and 100 percent.9 Figure II thus strongly indicates
that these two subgroups are highly exposed to minimum wage policies10 We plot exposure levels
for each county visible in the CPS in Figure A.2.

II.C. The Monopsony Puzzle

Researchers often turn to monopsony models of imperfectly competitive labor markets to explain
the minimal employment effects of minimum wages. In these models, labor supply schedules
slope upward, workers face limited outside options and a monopsonistic firm pays wages below the
level that would obtain in a competitive labor market—at the cost of being unable to hire as many
workers as it wants at these subpar wages. The firm finds it as profitable to pay lower wages—
and accept subpar employment levels and higher employee turnover costs—as to raise wages to
attract new workers, which would necessitate raising wages for its incumbent workers (Burdett and

7The 31 percent increase in the minimum-to-median wage ratio may seem low for a 87.5 percent increase in the
minimum wage; however, median wages also grew by approximately 40 percent during this time period, in California
and also in our control group states, as we show in Figure A.4.

8In most advanced countries with statutory minimum wages, the comparable ratio lies between .50 and .60 (OECD,
2022); in recent years the average ratio has increased toward the upper end of this range. The current ratio in the UK is
.60, scheduled to increase to .66. France’s ratio is .61, New Zealand’s is .71.

9An industry’s exposure to minimum wages depends both on its workers’ wage levels and on the labor share of
operating costs. Labor costs account for about 35 percent of the restaurant industry’s operating costs, much higher than
in retail, health care and most other industries that employ substantial numbers of low-wage workers.

10We discuss results for all restaurant workers in Section VI and for teens in Online Appendix C.
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Mortensen, 1998). Binding minimum wage increases overcome the low-wage option by forcing the
firm to pay the higher wage to all its employees: workers then face higher wages and accordingly
supply greater quantities of labor, while the minimum wage becomes the new (flat) marginal cost
of labor to the firm, inducing higher quantities of labor demanded.

Among the variety of monopsony models (see Manning (2021) for a review), the dynamic model
that emphasizes search and matching frictions best fits what we know about the fast food restaurant
industry. Fast food restaurants locate near their customers—and therefore near each other. Fast
food workers thus usually have multiple feasible outside options. However, fast food exhibits the
highest job vacancy and employee turnover rates of any industry. And Wursten and Reich (2023)
find a minimum wage separation elasticity of -0.23 for fast food, implying a labor supply elasticity
of +0.46, consistent with the mechanism in the dynamic monopsony model.11

However, invoking the presence of dynamic monopsony power to explain the puzzle of absent
disemployment effects raises another puzzle: Binding minimum wage increases should, at least up
to the competitive wage level, increase employment. Moreover, a labor supply elasticity of 0.46
implies a substantial monopsony-generated wage markdown, suggesting that the magnitude of the
predicted positive employment effect of a minimum wage should also be substantial. Yet the most
positive empirical estimates of minimum wage employment effects are often noisy zeros.12 We
refer to this discrepancy between theory and empirical estimation in the minimum wage literature
as the monopsony puzzle.13

How might the monopsony puzzle be resolved? Data limitations constitute one possibility. Per-
haps the restaurant sector constitutes too broad an industry to detect positive employment effects.
The restaurant sector encompasses full-service restaurants at a variety of price and wage points as
well as lower-wage fast food restaurants. This heterogeneity may attenuate observed employment
effects.

We study the fast food industry because its pay levels are lower and less heterogeneous than restau-
rants as a whole. One might nonetheless be concerned that establishment-level data on fast food
would be superior to the industry-level data that we use. Indeed, in recent decades the emergence
of “fast-casual” restaurant chains and the proliferation of fast food ethnic varieties has increased
the diversity of the industry. The major fast food chains today encompass a variety of food and eth-
nic varieties, with different price points.14 Such diversity may add noise to estimated employment

11See also Kudlyak, Tasci, and Tuzemen (2023). Employers in less dense areas may possess more employer power,
as in Wiltshire (2022b). Firm-specific non-wage amenities are less common in fast food and therefore less likely to be
sources of employer power.

12Wiltshire (2022b) is a notable exception.
13The puzzle applies even when businesses with employer power raise their prices, as Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2022)

found for McDonald’s restaurants. Price increases raise the value of the marginal product of labor and shift the labor
demand curve outward. If the labor market is imperfectly competitive, the new demand curve intersects with the marginal
cost curve (up and) to the right of the previous point of intersection, thus increasing employment. In contrast, price
increases in a perfectly competitive labor market would merely mitigate employment losses.

14Such as burritos, chicken, hamburgers, pizzas, sandwiches and tacos; and Chinese, Italian, Mexican, Thai and
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effects.

This diversity does not imply that results using establishment or firm-level data are preferable to
industry-level data. Studies of individual fast food chains (Card and Krueger, 1994; Katz and
Krueger, 1992) can miss reallocation effects within fast food as a whole.15 Industry-level effects
thus may provide better measures of the net effects on the industry’s workers.

A second explanation of the monopsony puzzle suggests that measurement error masks positive
employment effects when studying smaller minimum wage increases. Using state-level data, Cen-
giz et al. (2019) do not find heterogeneity by state-level exposure. Using county-level data and a
regression-based estimator, Godoey and Reich (2021) find somewhat more positive, but noisy, em-
ployment effects in more exposed counties. However, the minimum wage increases in these papers
average just ten percent.

A third explanation, and the one we examine here, suggests that minimum wage effects may be
masked by endogeneity in treatment selection and by attenuation effects. As Aeppli and Wilmers
(2022) show, a state’s average wage in 2012 predicts the magnitude of the state’s minimum wage
increases between 2012 and 2018. In other words, treatment selection at the state level is non-
random. If employer power is weaker in higher wage areas, policy endogeneity could attenuate
estimated employment effects when studying all state-level minimum wage events.

To overcome these obstacles to detecting monopsony employment effects, we examine effects a)
of much larger minimum wage increases, b) using industry-level data on fast food, and c) in local
areas that are neither inclined to select into higher minimum wages nor subject to the imposition
of higher local minimum wages prompted by local economic conditions. We can therefore better
control for policy endogeneity and attenuation bias and provide a cleaner test of whether high
minimum wages generate positive employment effects.

III. SAMPLES AND DATA

III.A. Analysis Samples

To estimate effects that allow straightforward interpretation, we choose our analysis sample to
balance the number of post treatment quarters in event time, through the fourth quarter after a $15
policy. California and New York State each have 30 quarters from the first minimum wage increase
(2014q3 and 2014q1, respectively) to the first quarter of $15 for fast food (2022q1 and 2021q3,
respectively). Adding another three quarters of data (taking California through 2022q4, and New

Vietnamese ethnic varieties. The In-N-Out Burger chain, which operates in multiple western states and employs 27,000
workers, pays higher wages and experiences lower employee turnover than does Burger King. Taco Bell and Chipotle
both serve Mexican food, but at different price points.

15Examples of reallocation within ethnic varieties include customers switching from Taco Bell to Chipotle, or from
McDonald’s to Shake Shack. Such reallocation effects can explain why industry-level studies find much smaller wage
effects than, say, the Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2022) paper on McDonald’s.
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York through 2022q2) yields 33 total post-treatment event quarters. We do not have as many post-
treatment quarters through $15 for Chicago, Denver and the District of Columbia, requiring us to
exclude these cities from our sample. We can then align the panel in event time.16

We focus on fast food workers because their wage rates are among the lowest of any sizable indus-
try, because only fast food workers were covered by a $15 minimum wage in upstate New York,
and to ensure comparability across areas that do and do not have tip credits.

Our treatment sample consists of 25 counties in California and 22 in New York. To reduce over-
fitting and reduce noise in the data (especially from sparsely populated counties) we restrict the
California counties to those with at least 5,000 restaurant workers. We restrict the New York
counties to those with at least 2,000 restaurant workers and consider appropriately sized control
counties for those with fewer than 5,000 restaurant workers. These restrictions retain 95.6 percent
of California employment and 86 percent of New York employment.17

Our untreated control counties consist of all the similarly sized counties with a $7.25 minimum
wage throughout the pre-treatment and treatment periods. We have 123 large control counties for
the 25 California treated counties and 11 large New York treated counties, and 150 mid-size control
counties for the 11 mid-size New York treated counties.18 Online Appendix Table A.2 lists the large
donor pool counties. Table A.3 lists the mid-size donor pool counties. Columns 1 and 2 of Online
Appendix Table A.4 present, as an example, the synthetic control weights for Los Angeles, one of
our 47 treated counties (see Section IV). The weighting matrices for both outcomes are sparse and
have several common donors, concentrated in Alabama, Georgia, the Carolinas and Texas.

Our analysis period begins in 2009q4, just after the last federal minimum wage increase, and ends
in 2022q4, which is the most recent quarter with available QCEW data at the time of writing.
For uniformity across the two states, our primary analysis ends in their fourth quarter with a $15
minimum wage.19 We convert data for each county to event time and we end in event quarter 33,
which is 2022q4 for California and 2022q2 for New York.

Our research design allows us to generate informative results for minimum wage effects at levels
between $8 and $15, as well as at $15, using a sample that is representative of the U.S. as a whole.
In principle, we could include counties in states with minimum wages below $15. However, our
interest is in the effects of high minimum wages. Equally important, including only California
and New York confers an important advantage for identification. Counties in both states (except in
San Francisco and Santa Clara Counties) had long pre-treatment periods with no policy changes.
The pre-treatment minimum wage trends in these counties are therefore identical to those in our
donor pool– an important feature of our research design. Meanwhile, policy increases during our

16We additionally exclude Seattle because of its multi-tiered minimum wage structure.
17Relaxing the New York restriction did not add appreciably to the share of retained employment.
18In a robustness check using all restaurant workers in California, we add San Luis Obispo County to the other 25

large treated counties in California. The QCEW suppresses or is otherwise missing data for San Luis Obispo fast food
workers, but not for restaurant workers.

19Several counties in the Bay Area and New York City reached a minimum wage higher than $15 by event quarter 33.
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pre-treatment and treatment periods in all the other states with their own minimum wages either
challenge the assumptions of our research design, possibly confounding our estimates, or were too
low to be informative about effects of high minimum wages.

As we previously noted, Figure I shows that our treated counties are sufficiently diverse to capture
most of the national variation in average county wages. Tulare, CA lies just below the (dashed gray)
10th percentile line. Four counties, three in the Bay Area and New York County (Manhattan) lie
far above the 90th percentile line. The remainder of the treated counties are distributed uniformly
in the 10th to 90th percentiles of U.S. county-level earnings.

To examine heterogeneity in the effects of minimum wages within our primary treated sample,
we separately impose two sample restrictions. The first of these restrictions excludes the fourteen
counties with a higher county-level minimum wage or a higher local minimum wage in at least
one of its constituent localities.20 The second restriction excludes the nine San Francisco Bay Area
counties and nine New York City metro counties that comprise the high-income outliers in our
sample.21

Our analysis of teens and restaurant workers draws entirely from California, where a $15 minimum
wage is legally binding on all workers and employers and where there is no tip credit. The sample
years are the same as for our study of fast food workers. Our control group for teens come from
states without a minimum wage change since 2009. Our control group for restaurants is the same
as in our fast food analysis.

III.B. Datasets

1. Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. We use the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) administrative data for our county-level and state-
level analyses. The QCEW data covers about 95 percent of all U.S. payroll jobs. For our fast
food analysis, we restrict the QCEW data to private sector workers in NAICS 722513.22 For our
restaurant-focused analysis, we restrict the QCEW data to private sector workers in the California
restaurant industry (NAICS 722).

Employers report payroll on a quarterly basis and employee headcounts monthly. To construct
average weekly earnings, we compute the ratio of industry payroll to employment, divided by 13
(52 weeks / 4 quarters). We cannot distinguish whether changes in weekly earnings result from
changes in hourly pay rates or changes in the number of quarterly hours. However, previous re-

20The excluded counties with a local minimum wage are: Alameda, Contra Costa, Los Angeles, Marin, San Diego,
San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Sonoma, Bronx, Kings (Brooklyn), New York (Manhattan), Queens and Rich-
mond (Staten Island).

21The excluded counties from the Bay Area and New York City are: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma, Bronx, Kings (Brooklyn), New York (Manhattan) Queens, and
Richmond (Staten Island).

22Prior to 2012, the equivalent code is 722211.
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search (Nadler et al. 2018) has demonstrated the small variation in quarterly hours in the QCEW.23

Since the QCEW observes monthly employment, our employment measure averages employment
over the three months in the quarter. The QCEW therefore over-weights full-time workers and those
who worked the entire quarter. These groups are less likely to be minimum wage workers. As a
result, the QCEW may under-estimate minimum wage effects on weekly earnings and employment.

2. Current Population Survey. Our data on hourly wage distributions come from the Current
Population Survey (CPS) Outgoing Rotation Group (ORG) samples, beginning in 2009q4 and con-
tinuing through 2023q1. We make standard restrictions to the samples, such as excluding self-
employed individuals and individuals who did not respond to the wage questions. We restrict the
data to workers in the contiguous U.S. who reside in California, New York and the 20 states that
did not experience any minimum wage changes since July 2009. CPS data refer to the previous
week of the survey and are collected from a representative household sample. The CPS allows
estimating effects on weekly hours and annual weeks worked and by demographic group, but the
sample size limits its usefulness for data on most counties.

3. Unemployment Data. As the unemployment rate is an important predictor of our outcomes of
interest, we include it as a covariate in our analyses. We obtain annual county-level unemployment
rates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) program.
Using the LAUS, we also calculate annual state-level unemployment rates for our state-level anal-
yses.

4. Pandemic-response Shock Index. We use Google’s Community Mobility Data as aggregated by
Chetty et al. (2020) to construct an index of the effects of these local pandemic responses on eco-
nomic activity in fast food restaurants. Google Mobility data uses location data from smartphones
to track their owners in different locations before and after the onset of the pandemic. For each
day of the week in each county, these data report the time individuals spent in a location that day
relative to the median time spent that same weekday from January 6, 2020 to February 6, 2020.

In particular, we use the time spent at restaurants and retail and local smartphone data on time
spent at workplaces from March to 15 to July 15, 2020.24 We discuss the evolution of each of these
measures in our analysis sample in Online Appendix B. As we explain in Section IV, we fit our
model of how the pandemic affected wages and employment using only control counties, ensuring
that minimum wage increases do not contaminate the index.

5. Quarterly Workforce Indicators. We use the Census Bureau’s Quarterly Workforce Indicators

23The period of pandemic-related restrictions constitutes an exception, as many restaurants restricted their business
hours and many low-wage workers could only work part-time.

24Google does not provide disaggregated data for fast food restaurants
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(QWI) to estimate restaurant industry separation rates. The QWI report separation rates both for
all workers and low-tenure workers– those who have been with their current employer for less than
one year. QWI data consist of matched data from employers and data on employees in Census and
other government surveys. The QWI’s coverage is similar to that of the QCEW, except that the
QWI uses somewhat different data fuzzing and suppression algorithms.

6. McDonald’s Price and Wage Data. Beginning in 2016, Ashenfelter and Jurajda have collected
annual data on hourly wages and Big Mac prices for over 10,000 McDonald’s locations in the U.S.
See Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2020, 2022) for further details. We are grateful to the authors for
sharing their updated data with us.

III.C. Raw Earnings Patterns

Observed earnings growth constitutes a necessary condition for the validity of any estimated em-
ployment effects. We therefore consider here trends in raw earnings for fast food workers through-
out the pre- and post-treatment periods, using QCEW data. Figure III presents raw earnings data
by state and size for the treated counties (large California counties, large New York counties, and
mid-size New York counties) and the associated donor pool counties, along with the population-
weighted average for each group. The earnings data are normalized to 100 in the final pre-treatment
year for each state.

Three patterns appear in each of these plots. First, average earnings growth and seasonality in the
treated counties and the donor counties were identical in the pre-treatment period, even without
the application of a statistical control algorithm. Second, average weekly earnings began growing
faster in the treated counties once the minimum wage began increasing; this divergence continued
through 2019. Third, despite continued growth in the minimum wage in treated counties throughout
the pandemic era (from 2020q1 onward), average weekly earnings in treated areas stopped diverg-
ing from those in the donor counties. Indeed, we observe some earnings convergence beginning in
late 2021, suggesting more rapid earnings growth in donor pool counties.

This last pattern suggests that cross-state earnings differentials fell among low-wage (fast food)
workers from 2021 onward. This compression is consistent with the exceptionally tight labor
market conditions of this period. Using a broader array of indicators, Autor, McGrew and Dube
(2023) also find such wage compression.
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IV. METHODS

IV.A. Methods in the Minimum Wage Literature

Most modern minimum wage papers use regression-based difference-in-differences estimators.25

These methods can be informative in cases with many treated units and large datasets. A smaller
number of minimum wage studies use a synthetic control method. Two papers are most closely
related to ours. Nadler et al. (2019) uses synthetic controls to study the effects of minimum wages
in six cities through the end of 2016 and finds that minimum wage increases up to $13 increased
pay of restaurant workers but did not reduce employment. However, the cities with local minimum
wage policies may differ in important economic dimensions from the states that have set their own
minimum wages (Dube and Lindner, 2021); and these policies may have different effects at $15
or $16 than at $12 or $13. Wiltshire (2022b) uses a stacked synthetic control method to study the
local monopsony power of a major retailer, finding that federal minimum wage increases resulted
in employment gains in places where the retailer operated.

We use synthetic control methods because in a linear factor model they do not rely on parallel
mean outcome trends (Abadie, 2021) and they are informative in situations with as few as one
treated unit, provided data are available for a sufficiently long pre-treatment period. Moreover,
synthetic control methods allow us to be explicit and transparent about each estimated counterfac-
tual and its similarity with the associated treated unit. Classic synthetic controls restrict weights to
be non-negative, yielding estimates that are free of extrapolation beyond the support of the donor
units (Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2015; Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein, 2022; Kel-
logg et al., 2021). And extensions in the past decade have made synthetic controls well-suited to
handling policy environments in which treatment adoption is staggered and even when potential
control/donor units ideally differ among treated units.26 For these reasons, synthetic controls are
well-suited to study the effects of a series of repeated annual policy events, such as the minimum
wage increases in California and New York counties between 2014 and 2022.

IV.B. Synthetic Control Methods

1. Overview. Our “stacked” synthetic control estimator (Wiltshire, 2022a), is an event-period-
specific weighted average of the individually-estimated synthetic control estimates of treatment
effects for many units that received a binary, “absorbing” treatment.27 This approach allows for
more flexibility and specificity in donors. In our analysis, for instance, Los Angeles County is most
comparable to the sprawling urban counties of the South, while Fresno County is most similar to
more-rural areas in Texas, Georgia, and South Carolina.

25Prominent recent examples include Cengiz et al. (2019); Godoey and Reich (2021); Godoey et al. (Forthcoming);
and Wursten and Reich (2023).

26For example, Abadie and L’Hour (2021); Acemoglu et al. (2016); Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein (2022); Cav-
allo et al. (2013); Dube and Zipperer (2015); Kreif et al. (2016); Peri, Rury, and Wiltshire (Forthcoming); Wiltshire
(2022a,b).

27A treatment is “absorbing” when any unit that receives the treatment remains treated (Sun and Abraham, 2021).
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As we describe below, a stacked synthetic control approach also provides an opportunity to correct
our estimates for potential bias associated with non-identically-distributed post-treatment period
shocks, such as the effects of local pandemic responses on labor markets. And using stacked
synthetic controls to estimate average effects over many treated units makes it viable to engage
alternative modes of synthetic control inference.

For a given outcome of interest, our synthetic control estimator selects weights to best match an
individual treated unit to a subset of untreated “donor pool” units along specified dimensions in the
pre-treatment period. The resulting weighted average of donor pool unit outcomes is the synthetic
control estimate of the counterfactual dynamic outcome path. Under fairly general assumptions and
with a good pre-treatment “fit” between the treated unit and its synthetic control, the difference in
the two dynamic outcome paths yields the estimated treatment effects. Abadie and L’Hour (2021)
and Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein (2021) further propose a correction procedure to adjust for
bias resulting from pairwise matching discrepancies.

We estimate separate synthetic controls and paths of treatment effects for each treated county in
California and New York and then stack and average these estimates using 2010 population levels
as weights. To correct our estimates for the effects of confounds related to discrepancies in local
pandemic responses, we adapt the bias-correction procedure as discussed below.

The literature on synthetic control inference methods remains active.28 The most widely adopted
approach, developed in Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010, 2015), generates p-values based
on the distributions of the ratios of the (root) mean squared prediction error (MSPE) as calculated
by permuting treatment across untreated units.29 For long post-treatment periods over which treat-
ment intensity is increasing, RMSPE p-values for later periods are inherently conservative as they
are calculated inclusive of estimates from all preceding post-treatment periods. Moreover, while
two-sided inference may be appropriate for many contexts, two-sided RMSPE p-values may be
substantially underpowered (Abadie, 2021).

One alternative, which also relies on the sample distribution of placebo averages, adapts the placebo-
average-variance approach expounded in Arkhangelsky et al. (2021).30 This approach assumes
homoskedasticity across units and relies on a normal distribution of the estimand.31

We present both two-sided RMSPE p-values and 95 percent confidence intervals adapted from the
placebo-average-variance approach to include only a single post-treatment period of interest. We

28See, for example, Abadie and L’Hour (2021); Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein (2022); Cavallo et al. (2013);
Chernozhukov, Wüthrich, and Zhu (2021); Doudchenko and Imbens (2016); Dube and Zipperer (2015); Ferman and
Pinto (2017); Firpo and Possebom (2018); Hahn and Shi (2017).

29As Abadie (2021) notes, under the extreme assumption of truly random treatment this approach is simply random-
ization inference (Fisher, 1935).

30See also Conley and Taber (2011).
31In cases with many (M) treated units each placebo average will also be random draws of M donor pool units, thus

the distribution is approximately normal by a central limit theorem. We thank Guido Imbens for a helpful observation
on this point.
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generally view the two-sided RMSPE p-values as conservative. We calculate 95 percent confidence
intervals for our own-wage elasticity (OWE) estimates using the delta method and standard errors
from the placebo-average-variance approach.

2. Stacked Synthetic Control Estimator. As the stacked synthetic control setup nests the classic
case with a single treated unit, we expound here only the former. Formally, we observe a total
of I + J units. Units i = 1, ..., I are treated in calendar time t = T0i + 1 ≤ T (which can vary over
i), and units j = I + 1, ..., I + J are the subset of untreated units which comprise our donor pool
(let T0 j = T ). Let them collectively be indexed by z = 1, ..., I, I + 1, ..., I + J. For every {z, t}
we observe an outcome, Yzt which we normalize to 100 in t = T0i for each i and its donor pool
units.32 For each z we observe k specified predictors of that outcome in the pre-treatment period,
which can include linear combinations of the outcome variable and important covariates. The
k×1 vector Xz = (X1,z, ...,Xk,z)

′ contains the values of these predictors for z, and the k× J matrix
X0 = [XI+1, ...,XI+J] contains the values of the predictors for the donor pool.

Define Y N
zt as the potential outcome if z does {N}ot receive an intervention, and for t > T0z define

Y Int
zt as the potential outcome if z receives an {Int}ervention. For any {z, t}, the marginal treatment

effect is:

τzt = Y Int
zt −Y N

zt (1)

Since we observe Y Int
it = Yit for each treated unit i = z ≤ I in t > T0i, we only need to estimate Y N

it
to estimate τit . The synthetic control estimator for Y N

it is:

Ŷ N
it =

I+J

∑
j=I+1

wi
jYjt (2)

We follow Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010) and impose a set of restrictions on the
weights that help justify considering the estimated synthetic controls as valid counterfactual es-
timates. Specifically, given a set of weights vi

1, ...,v
i
k that determine the relative importance of the

k predictors,33 the synthetic control Ŵi = (ŵi
I+1...ŵ

i
I+J)

′ is selected that minimizes the distance
between i and its donor pool units:(

k

∑
h=1

vi
h(Xh,i −wi

I+1Xh,I+1 − ...−wi
I+JXh,I+J)

2

)1/2

(3)

32We normalize separately for each treated unit, since donor pool units are often common for at least some or all i.
This normalization effectively removes unit fixed effects from the data, similar to the demeaning approach proposed
by Doudchenko and Imbens (2016); Ferman and Pinto (2021), while also allowing estimation of effects in percentage
changes.

33We use the regression-based method (Kaul et al., 2022) to select the vi
h weights.
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subject to
I+J

∑ j=I+1wi
j = 1 and wi

j ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ {I+1, ..., I+J}, where the second constraint prevents
extrapolation bias, and where both constraints together permit interpretation of the synthetic control
as a weighted average of the outcome values of the donor pool units (Abadie, 2021).

τ̂it = Yit − Ŷ N
it ∀ {i, t} follows from estimation of (2). Place the τ̂it in event time ∀ i, e ≤ E, such

that e(T0i +1) = 0 ∀ i. The estimated average treatment effect on the treated in e, ˆAT T e, is:

τ̂e =
I

∑
i=1

γiτ̂ie =
I

∑
i=1

γi(Yie − Ŷ N
ie ) (4)

with some weights γi on the treated units such that γi ≥ 0 ∀ i and ∑
I
i γi = 1.34

3. Correcting for Differences in Local Pandemic Responses. The synthetic control method yields
relatively unbiased treatment effect estimates under a linear factor model, given a sufficient number
of pre-treatment periods and a donor pool that is selected to contain only viable control units, and
provided that (A) we obtain a good pre-treatment fit between each treated unit and its synthetic
control for all predictor variables; and (B) there are no confounding shocks in the treated period
that affect the treated units and donor pool units differently.

Satisfying Condition (A) requires a treated unit and its synthetic control to have (i) a good pre-
treatment fit for the outcome variable, and (ii) a good match on the predictor variables. It is also
important to have (iii) a good match on the predictors between the treated unit and each of its
donor units (Abadie, 2021). Abadie and L’Hour (2021) and Ben-Michael, Feller, and Rothstein
(2021) propose a procedure to correct for possible bias in synthetic control estimates resulting
from violations of (ii) and (iii), related to the outcome-residualization proposal of Doudchenko and
Imbens (2016).35

Condition (B) may also need to be addressed—especially in our setting, since the pandemic began
in 2020q1. Recent research has highlighted the differential local intensity and effects of changes in
consumer and worker behavior in response to the pandemic as well as the associated shift to work-
ing from home (Alexander and Karger, 2021; Goolsbee and Syverson, 2021). These behavioral
changes exhibit spatial heterogeneity that correlates geographically with higher minimum wages.
In particular, pandemic restrictions in urban counties in California and New York were longer and
more restrictive than elsewhere (Chetty et al., 2020).

We adopt the synthetic control bias-correction procedure to address (A), and then extend it to
address (B) by treating each county’s pandemic response as a predictor variable for which we

34Abadie and L’Hour (2021) and Abadie (2021) also propose a synthetic control bias-correction that attenuates bias
from pairwise matching discrepancies in the values of the predictor variables between each treated unit and its synthetic
control donors. We present these bias-corrected estimates as a robustness check.

35Abadie (2021) contains an excellent discussion of this bias-correction procedure.
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failed to obtain a good fit. This approach does not use the pandemic response as a predictor in the
synthetic control estimation; rather it removes its conditional effect on the outcome values.

We correct pandemic-related effects after estimating the synthetic control weights, by removing
the pure effect of the initial local pandemic response on the outcome values. We do so by first
estimating the average effect of the pandemic response on each period using only the donor pool
units (none of which experienced a minimum wage increase). We then residualize the outcome
values in that period for all (treated and donor pool) units using that estimated average pandemic-
response effect and the intensity of the local pandemic response, which was systematically greater
in our treated counties. Provided the minimum wage changes experienced by the treated group had
no causal effect on the intensity of the initial local pandemic response, the resulting “pandemic-
corrected” estimate is unconfounded by differences in local pandemic policies or behavioral re-
sponses, while still capturing the full impact of the minimum wage increases.

Formally, consider a “standard” bias-correction procedure. First, for each treated unit i we obtain
Ŵi from synthetic control estimation on the uncorrected (normalized) outcome values, Yit . Second,
for each i we estimate µ̂ i

0t(x), which is a predictor of Yit given Xi = x, by regressing each Yt on the
complete set of predictor variables, using only the donor pool units for i. This procedure allows us
to calculate the residualized outcome values, Ỹzt = Yzt − µ̂ i

0t(Xz). Third, we apply the estimated Ŵi

to the Ỹjt =Yjt − µ̂ i
0t(X j) to calculate ˜̂Y N

it = ∑
I+J
j=I+1 ŵi

jỸjt , which admits the bias-corrected synthetic

control estimated gaps for each {i, t}, τ̂BCit = ∑
I
i=1 γi(Ỹit − ˜̂Y N

it ). We can then place these gaps in
event time and use them to calculate the analog of Equation (4), corrected for bias arising from
differences in predictor values.

To obtain estimates that also correct for the confounding effects of local pandemic-response in-
tensity, we extend the bias-correction procedure: First, as before, for each i we obtain Ŵi from
synthetic control estimation on the uncorrected (normalized) outcome values, Yit , using the origi-
nal set of predictors. Second, we add our pandemic-intensity index cz for each county to the set
of predictor variables, yielding X̃z = (X1,z, ...,Xk,z,cz)

′, then regress each Yt on the complete set
of predictors plus the pandemic-exposure index, using only the donor pool units. This allows us
to calculate the residualized outcome values, Ỹ ′

zt = Yzt − µ̂ i
0t(X̃z). Third, we apply Ŵi to the Ỹ ′

jt

to calculate ˜̂Y N
it

′ = ∑
I+J
j=I+1 ŵi

jỸ
′
jt , yielding (in event time) the analog of Equation (4) corrected for

bias arising from differences in predictor values and initial local pandemic policies and behavioral
responses:

τ̃BCe =
I

∑
i=1

γiτ̃BCie =
I

∑
i=1

γi(Ỹ ′
ie − ˜̂Y N

ie
′) (5)

The resultant τ̃BCe can be interpreted as the causal effect of the minimum wage under the same
assumptions as those on the standard synthetic control bias-corrected estimator and the additional
requirement that minimum wage changes did not have a causal effect on the pandemic exposure
index. More specifically, we need: (1) a suitable comparison group and (2) no reverse causality.
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A suitable comparison group is obviously key to any research design. Here we particularly want to
ensure that the pandemic-exposure index is not incidentally controlling for differences between our
treatment and control that have not already been accounted for by our predictor variables. A clas-
sic example would be “anticipation effects” (a confound which seems unlikely for the pandemic).
More generally, we should expect that E[Ỹ ′

zt ] = E[Ỹzt ] for all t < 2020q1. Fortunately, this relation-
ship is approximately true, as can be seen in Figure B.3 of the Online Appendix, which shows the
difference in outcome values before and after the pandemic correction.

The second issue—attenuation bias from reverse causality—is mechanically shut down by our
estimation procedure because we estimate the coefficients in the bias-correction regression using
only data from donor pool counties, which all have identical and unchanging minimum wages.
This approach still allows high minimum wages to worsen the effects of pandemic shocks. If, for
instance, areas with higher minimum wages were unable to respond as flexibly to the pandemic and
employment fell as a result, we would still expect to see that evidence in the estimated gaps. Our
approach effectively prevents unintentionally controlling for part of the true effect of the minimum
wage when we are trying to control only for pandemic-related effects.

Except where noted, we conduct our estimates in event time and focus on the effect in event quarter
33, when most of our treated counties had a $15 minimum wage for a full year.36 The predictor
variables for all specifications include the outcome value and total employment (both normalized
to the final pre-treatment quarter) in each quarter from 2009q4–2011q4, the averages of those
same during that period, and the average unemployment rate during 2009–2011. This common
specification for all our synthetic control analyses makes our estimates comparable across analyses
and guards against specification searching. Note that our outcome values are levels expressed as
a percentage of the local value in the final pre-treatment quarter for each treated unit, making our
estimated effects the percent change in the outcome value relative to the final pre-treatment quarter
(net of the change seen in the synthetic control). We estimate all treatment effects and p-values
using the allsynth package for Stata (Wiltshire, 2022a) and a companion package released with
this paper that facilitates the pandemic-correction procedure: stackscpvals.

IV.C. Own-wage Elasticities

In addition to our estimated effects of the minimum wage policies on employment and average
earnings and their elasticities with respect to the minimum wage, we also report what we view
as a superior measure: the own-wage elasticity (OWE). The OWE scales the employment effect
to the magnitude of the treatment effect on average earnings. The OWE equals the ratio of the

36Some counties reached $15 earlier. Our results are robust to excluding these counties.
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employment elasticity to the wage elasticity:

OWE =

(
%∆ Employment

%∆ Minimum wage

)
(

%∆ Average wage
%∆ Minimum wage

) (6)

See Online Appendix E for further discussion. We calculate and report the average OWE over the
final four event quarters to account for variation in the quarterly data that affects ratios of estimated
effects. We then calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using the delta method.

IV.D. Estimating Effects Throughout the Wage Distribution

Using CPS data for California, we conduct an analysis of the distributional effects of large mini-
mum wage increases, similar to the relative wage bin-by-bin analysis in Cengiz et al. (2019). In
our context, where minimum wages were increased every year in both treated states, we want to
avoid the post-treatment period for one increase becoming the pre-treatment period for the next.
We therefore do not use the DiD stacked event study estimator approach of these earlier studies.
Instead we develop a bin-by-bin analysis using stacked synthetic controls matched by wage bin in
the period before the first minimum wage increase in California.37

While Section P.A of the Print Appendix presents our detailed methods for estimating the effects,
the basic process is straightforward. First, we use the synthetic control method to estimate effects
on employment shares in nominal wage bins, matching on the first half of the pre-period, as in
our main estimates. Second, we difference these estimates from their values four quarters earlier.
Third, we stack the estimates based on the average share of workers in each nominal wage bin that
falls in the same relative position to a minimum wage increase.38

IV.E. Regression-based Methods

We complement our main synthetic control analysis with analogous DiD and SDiD regressions.
For our DiD analysis, we use a standard design with county and quarter-fixed effects and our donor
pool counties, which are all “never-takers”, as our controls. The coefficients of interest are the
interaction between quarter dummies and a binary treatment indicator.

We also estimate these outcomes using the synthetic difference-in-differences (SDiD) estimator
(Arkhangelsky et al., 2021), implemented using the sdid Stata package (Clarke et al., 2023).
Arkhangelsky et al. (2021) report that SDiD is competitive with or dominates classic synthetic

37We can conduct this analysis only for all workers in California because we use hourly wage data from the CPS and
we cannot identify fast food workers as a separate group.

38For example, the $0-$0.99 relative wage bin includes, among other estimates, the $10.00-$10.99 wage bin from
2016q1-2016q4 because the minimum wage in 2016 was $10. It also includes $11.00-$11.99 wage bin from 2017q1-
2017q4, since the minimum wage in 2017 was $11.
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control methods, especially with a single treated unit. However, SDiD retains little apparent ad-
vantage over synthetic control methods once the data are centered on their pre-treatment mean as in
Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) and Ferman and Pinto (2021)—a procedure equivalent to remov-
ing unit fixed effects. Our data normalization procedure similarly removes differences between
treated and control units in the final pre-treatment period.

Section P.B of the Print Appendix contains further details on these regression-based methods.

V. RESULTS

We first present results for fast food workers using our pandemic-corrected stacked county-level
synthetic control estimator for the entire treated sample. We then examine effects on fast food
in counties where the minimum wage increases were less likely to reflect local conditions, and
in lower-earnings counties where the bite was greater. We supplement this discussion with our
estimated effects on teens. We then examine minimum wage employment effects throughout the
wage distribution.Finally, we consider the effects of successive macro conditions that interacted
with different policy environments in the treated and untreated counties to produce heterogeneous
confounding shocks.

V.A. Effects on Pay and Employment in All Treated Counties

Panel A of Figure IV plots the effects of minimum wage increases on fast food weekly earnings
(left panel) and employment (right panel). Each blue circle indicates the estimated gap in a treated
county in any given quarter, with the relative 2010 county population indicated by the size of the
circle. The solid blue line represents the dynamic population-weighted average estimated effect
across all 47 treated counties. Event quarter 0 indicates the first quarter of treatment—2014q1 for
New York counties, and 2014q3 for California counties. Event quarter 33 is the fourth quarter in
which all of the treated counties had at least a $15 minimum wage that was binding for fast food
workers—2022q2 for New York, and 2022q4 for California.

In Panel B of Figure IV, the solid blue line again displays the average effect, while the dark gray
lines show the sample distribution of 100 randomly sampled placebo average estimated effects. The
light grey bands around the blue line indicate the 95 percent confidence intervals in each period,
based on the variance of the sample distribution of placebo averages.

The wage and employment outcomes in Panel A of Figure IV each display very good pre-treatment
fits in the vast majority of treated counties and an excellent pre-treatment fit on average. This result
is not mechanical, since we select our synthetic controls using matching variables only in the
first half of the pre-treatment period. Panel B indicates that the minimum wage increases caused
substantial and significantly higher earnings for fast food workers, without any evidence of negative
effects on fast food employment.

Panel A of Table II quantifies these estimated effects in event quarter 33. Average earnings in-
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creased by 8.82 percent; the placebo-variance-based 95 percent confidence intervals rule out an
earnings elasticity with respect to the minimum wage below 0.05. The earnings elasticity of 0.10 is
comparable to the 0.15 earnings elasticity for fast food workers in Wursten and Reich (2023) and
to those in other minimum wage restaurant studies.The RMSPE-based p-value of 0.03 indicates the
earnings estimate is highly significant.

Panel A of Table II also shows that the minimum wage policies increased employment by 7.33
percent in the treated counties. The placebo-variance-based 95 percent confidence intervals rule
out an employment elasticity with respect to the minimum wage below 0.03. The RMSPE-based
p-value of 0.08 suggests our positive estimated employment effect is significant. Our associated
OWE estimate of +0.69 is smaller that in Card (1992b) and higher than the 0.41 OWE for all
workers in Cengiz et al. (2019).39

However, as we demonstrate next, these results are likely biased downward by selection and attenu-
ation effects that partly mask large and significant positive minimum wage effects on employment.

V.B. Detecting Selection and Attenuation Effects

A neglected issue in the literature concerns whether minimum wage policies are endogenous to
employment outcomes. Would estimated employment effects be more negative if the minimum
wage were applied to a broader population? Dube and Lindner (2021) point out that cities that
enact higher minimum wages tend to already have higher wages, suggesting that minimum wages
in these places have less bite, potentially attenuating estimates of a negative employment elasticity.
The same pattern applies at the state level: states with higher minimum wages also tend to have
higher average wages. The inverse of this concern—also not considered in the literature—is that if
employers possess market power that suppresses wages and employment, selection and attenuation
biases could mask positive employment effects of minimum wages.

Our setting includes localities with minimum wage policies that represent responses to local labor
market conditions, as well as localities that had their increases imposed on them by state govern-
ments. Our sample also includes both high-wage and low-wage counties. Figure A.2 shows some
of this variation. We therefore test both the effects of selection into local minimum wage laws and
potential attenuation bias due to smaller bites.

To test for selection effects, we re-estimate our results excluding counties that had a binding local
minimum wage in at least one locality. We present local minimum wage schedules in Table I and
Online Appendix Table A.1.40 We display our results in Figure V and in Panel B of Table II. The
statistically significant 8.44 percent earnings increase in Panel B is nearly identical to our earnings
estimate in Panel A, as are the 95 percent confidence intervals and the p-values.

39The positive own-wage elasticity in Row A of Table II also holds for our OWE estimates by state and county-size,
as we discuss in Section 6.1 below.

40The counties with no local minimum wages accounted for 53.6 percent of fast food employment in all 47 counties
in 2013.
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In contrast, the positive employment effect (12.9 percent) in Panel B is 57 percent larger than in
Panel A. The narrow 95 percent placebo-based confidence interval of [0.08, 0.19] rules out an
employment elasticity with respect to the minimum wage below 0.08. The RMSPE p-value of 0.08
allows us to reject the null of no employment effect. The positive own-wage elasticity over the four
treated quarters at $15 (1.20) is comparable to those in Card (1992b); Card and Krueger (2000);
Katz and Krueger (1992)—and higher than in the more recent minimum wage literature. The
employment results suggest that local minimum wage laws have been enacted selectively in places
where employers have less wage-setting power. Ignoring this effect can lead to underestimates of
the employment benefits of minimum wage policies.

To test for the existence of attenuation, we re-estimate our results using a treated sample that
excludes the four counties with average earnings above the 90th percentile (San Francisco, Santa
Clara, New York (Manhattan), and San Mateo– see Figure I) and their surrounding counties. This
approach accommodates potential spillovers from the high-income counties that boost wages and
mitigate the bite of minimum wages in the surrounding counties. The restriction excludes 14 (30
percent) of our 47 treated counties—the five New York City counties and the nine constituent
counties of the San Francisco Bay Area.

We present these results in Panel C of Table II and Figure A.3 of the Online Appendix. The
statistically significant 10.26 percent increase in earnings is 1.44 percentage points higher than in
Panel A. The 11.13 percent estimated employment effect is 3.8 percentage points higher than the
7.33 percent effect for the full treated sample, yielding an own-wage elasticity of 0.90, compared to
0.69 for the full sample in Panel A. The RMSPE p-value of 0.05 allows us to confidently reject the
null hypothesis of no employment effect. Indeed, the placebo-variance-based 95 percent confidence
intervals rule out an employment elasticity with respect to the minimum wage below 0.06.

We next compare our estimated employment elasticities of 0.14 and 0.12 (in rows B and C of
Table II) to the predicted effects implied by labor supply elasticities that we derive from separation
elasticities in other minimum wage studies. These separation elasticities imply a labor supply
elasticity of εLS = 0.46.41 The first-order profit maximization condition for a monopsonist implies
that the ratio of the wage to the V MPL is 1

1+εLS
. In a monopsonistic setting, then, εLS = 0.46 implies

a markdown of 32 percent below the perfectly competitive wage. Our estimated relative wage
increase of up to 10 percent lies well below this markdown; it is therefore not surprising that we do
not find any disemployment effects.

Indeed, the results suggest that $15 is well below the competitive wage. A minimum wage increase
up to the competitive wage would move the industry up its labor supply schedule to the point where

41In Manning (2011), the labor supply elasticity to a firm or industry equals twice the separation elasticity. Using
minimum wage events between 2000 and 2011 and a border county pair estimator, Dube, Lester, and Reich (2016)
estimate separation elasticities of 0.23 for both restaurant workers and teens. Using minimum wage events from 1990
to 2019 and a stacked event study estimator, Wursten and Reich (2023) also estimate separation elasticities of 0.23 for
restaurant workers and teens, and as well for fast food workers. These separation elasticity estimates therefore imply a
labor supply elasticity of 0.46.
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the markdown equals zero. If εLS = 0.46, and if dw
w = 0.32, then the predicted percent change in

employment is dL
L = 0.32×0.46 = 0.15. This predicted employment elasticity is very close to our

employment elasticity estimates in Rows B and C of Table II.

The estimates in Rows B and C of Table II do not directly confront the overlap noted in Dube and
Lindner (2021) between counties that chose to increase their local minimum wages and those that
have high average wages. To address this issue, we also estimate our results by earnings quartile.
Online Appendix Table A.5 displays our estimated earnings and employment effects by quartile
and by the presence of local minimum wage policies.

Unsurprisingly, the minimum wage effects on weekly earnings are considerably higher in the low-
est earning quartile of treated counties than in the highest quartile for both the full sample of treated
counties and the restricted sample with no local minimum wages. Consistent with a monopsony
model, the point estimates for employment effects are also positive and larger in the lowest wage
counties than in the highest wage counties. We discuss these results in detail in the Online Ap-
pendix.

The results in Tables II reject the notion that minimum wages have more deleterious employment
effects in lower-wage counties. Instead, these results indicate the opposite– monopsony power is
especially present in lower-wage labor markets.

As an additional exercise, we examine minimum wage effects for the sample of counties with
local minimum wages. In these counties, state minimum wage changes have low bites and em-
ployers likely have less wage-setting power. This exercise involves some nuance: Two of these
counties (San Francisco and Santa Clara) experienced minimum wage increases in our defined
“pre-treatment” period (which changes the definition of event quarter 33), and these counties col-
lectively lack a common post-treatment event (such as reaching $15) in a particular event quarter.
We nonetheless make the same assumptions for this sample as we did for our sample without local
minimum wages. We obtain almost identical estimated effects on earnings and a small and positive,
but not significant, effect on employment in “event quarter 33” (elasticity = 0.278, p = 0.29). These
results support our finding of no disemployment effects even in counties with lower bites and less
employer power.

One might be concerned that our pandemic correction procedure has arbitrarily increased our em-
ployment estimates, particularly as the positive employment effects in Figures IV and V begin at
the same time as the pandemic. This effect seems unlikely, as the parameterized impact of our pan-
demic index is estimated using only data from our donor counties. Moreover, the right panels of
Online Appendix Figure B.3 show that the impact of our pandemic-related employment correction
steadily decreased after the onset of the pandemic, while the employment effects in Figures IV and
V steadily increased after the onset of the pandemic.42

42The pandemic correction by itself initially lifted employment by about 10 percent, diminishing thereafter to about
5 percent by event quarter 30. This declining effect makes sense and is reassuring. In the same quarters in Figure
IV, employment initially increased by 5 percent, rising to 10 percent by q30. The continuing employment increase in
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We also find positive employment effects among teens that begin well before the pandemic and
continue throughout the treatment period. To economize on space, we detail our methods and most
results for teens in Online Appendix C. Here we simply note that our synthetic control results,
displayed in Figure C.4, and our DiD, SDiD and SC estimates—presented in Table C.2—all find
positive employment effects, and the synthetic control OWE of .48 for teens is similar to our OWE
of 0.55 for fast food workers.

In summary, our results suggest that selection and attenuation bias were not masking negative
employment consequences of minimum wages. Indeed, selection and attenuation may have had
the opposite effect—masking evidence of positive employment effects in lower-wage counties.
Our county-level variation thus uncovers evidence for employer power that previous studies have
not detected.

V.C. Distributional Effects on All Workers

We present here the results of our distributional analysis of the effects of the minimum wage in-
creases on all workers. We restrict this analysis to California, as New York State’s $15 minimum
wage policy applied only to fast food workers and New York employers receive a credit for tipped
workers in full service restaurants. Employers can thus pay these workers a sub-minimum wage.

We conduct this analysis by constructing a figure similar to those in the bin-by-bin analysis of
Cengiz et al. (2019). To do so, we first aggregate CPS microdata to hourly-wage bins by state and
quarter. We then aggregate differences among synthetic control estimated effects on each wage
bin following each minimum wage increase (as described in the Print Appendix) to summarize
the effects of all our minimum wage changes on the share of jobs in $1 wage bins throughout the
wage distribution. These estimates are not corrected for pandemic confounds because they are
conducted using state level CPS data, while our correction procedure relies on local variation in
pandemic responses (see Section P.A of the Print Appendix for details).

This bin-by-bin approach reveals, in the year following each minimum wage increase, the average
decline in jobs just below the new minimum wage and the average increase in jobs just above the
new minimum wages, as well as whether our synthetic control methods find effects on higher-
wage jobs. Effects on high-wage jobs, where they are not expected, would indicate the presence
of confounding shocks, implying that we have poorly identified the causal effects of the minimum
wage policies.

The left panel of Figure VI presents results through 2019q4 and the right panel through 2022q2.
The horizontal axis presents $1 wage bins, from $4 below the new minimum wage (-4) to $17 or
more above the new minimum wage (17+). The bars in each wage bin indicate changes in the share
of all jobs in that wage bin.43 The handles indicate 95 percent confidence intervals.

event quarters 31 to 33, when the magnitude of the pandemic correction continues to shrink, further suggests that the
correction does not itself account for our positive employment results.

43The shares are not constrained to sum to zero because they are estimated separately (from individual synthetic
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The large negative bars just below the new minimum wage indicate the large share of jobs that
were bunched below the new minimum wage and the decline in the share of such jobs after the
implementation of the new minimum wage. The large positive bars just above the new minimum
indicate that the policy was effective in increasing hourly wages in accordance with the new stan-
dard. The positive bar just above the new minimum wage is of the same magnitude as the negative
bar just below the new minimum wage. These similar magnitudes indicate that the number of new
jobs is roughly equal to the decline in the number of old jobs.

The bars are much smaller at higher wage levels. The small bars (and their confidence intervals) in
the higher bins together indicate that we do not find minimum wage employment effects at wage
levels where we expect not to find any. This finding provides important confirmation that our
methods identify only minimum wage effects and not other economic shocks.

In a similar spirit, we use our standard synthetic control technique to estimate the impact of min-
imum wages on tenth percentile and median wages. Figure A.4 shows that minimum wages lead
to substantial increases in P10 wages, but did not affect P50 wages. Taken together, these results
show that we are finding effects on wages where we expect minimum wages to cause them, and
nowhere else.

V.D. Heterogeneity in Three Distinct Periods

During our policy period, changing macroeconomic conditions generated a series of positive and
negative shocks in both treated and donor counties. In the decade preceding the pandemic, the
recovery from the Great Recession lowered unemployment rates across the U.S. At the beginning
of the pandemic, labor demand and supply both contracted sharply in every part of the U.S., with
local variations that depended in part on the local incidence of the pandemic’s first wave.

In the economic recovery period that followed, changes in local labor market conditions varied with
the local incidence of the pandemic’s subsequent waves, with local variation in the introduction and
then relaxation of local pandemic restrictions and with local variation in federal recovery spending,
behavioral responses to the pandemic, and shifts to working from home. Unprecedentedly large
federal stimulus programs, including the 2020 CARES Act and the 2021 American Relief Plan,
distributed pandemic relief funds using formulas that particularly reached low-wage households in
low-wage states.44 As a result, the stimulus programs generated a rapid national economic recovery

control estimates for each wage bin following each minimum wage increase), because synthetic California can differ
for each wage bin-specific estimate, and because they are average effects (over contributing quarters, weighted by the
percent size of the minimum wage change).

44These funds included lump-sum stimulus checks of $1,200 per adult and $600 per child in April 2020 and sub-
sequent payments of $600 and $1,400 (https://www.usa.gov/covid-stimulus-checks); uniform enhancements of $600
weekly to unemployment benefits, implying median wage replacement rates of 145 percent nationally, and higher still in
food service industries and in donor states (Ganong and Vavra, 2000); and relief funds of $150 billion issued to cities and
counties on a per capita basis (https://www.nlc.org/covid-19-pandemic-response/american-rescue-plan-act/arpa-local-
relief-frequently-asked-questions/ARPA-info). In normal times, UI replacement rates rarely exceed 50 percent and are
generally lower in our donor states.
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that exceptionally raised pay in low-wage jobs, particularly so in our donor counties.

Restrictions on entry to the U.S. that affected international immigration broadly and especially
affected tourist gateways, such as New York City and San Francisco, also produced considerable
variation in local labor market recoveries. And, of course, minimum wages continued to increase
in treated counties both before and after the onset of the pandemic.

These patterns are evident even in raw earnings data. As previously discussed, Figure III shows
raw earnings data—by state, normalized to the final pre-treatment quarter—for our various treated
and control counties. Prior to the onset of the pandemic, fast food worker earnings in California
and New York grew together with the steady increase of minimum wages, relative to those in the
donor pool. After the period of initial pandemic response, this pattern reversed and fast food wages
grew relatively faster in the donor pool areas.45

Our pandemic-corrected stacked synthetic control approach yields minimum wage treatment effect
estimates that control for the confounding effects of the initial local restrictions and behavioral
response. They also exhibit differential recoveries among low-wage labor markets, depending on
the minimum wage policy environment.

In particular, and conditional on the initial local pandemic response, our results (in Figures IV and
V) show that, after the onset of the pandemic, fast food earnings in untreated counties rose more
sharply than in treated counties (in which minimum wages continued to grow). Meanwhile, fast
food employment did not decline as much in treated counties as in untreated counties; it then grew
faster in treated counties as minimum wages approached and reached $15.46

In conjunction with the raw earnings patterns evident in Figure III, these results suggest that labor
supply to the fast food sector was better-sustained and recovered more quickly in treated counties,
where the financial reward for working a fast food job was higher. At the same time, fast food
employers in untreated counties rapidly increased wages in response to the labor shortage they
faced.

VI. ROBUSTNESS TESTS

We present in this section multiple robustness tests of our results. We begin by considering the
sensitivity of our results to our preferred estimating strategy. To do so, we present uncorrected
estimates using the DiD, SDiD and stacked synthetic control estimators by treated state. This

45Figure 9 of Autor, Dube, and McGrew (2023) shows that 10th percentile wages grew faster in 2015 through 2019
in states with their own minimum wages than in the $7.25 states. Since the middle of 2020, 10th percentile wages have
grown at about the same rate in both sets of states.

46These estimated effects are corrected for bias resulting from local pandemic-response shocks and pairwise match-
ing discrepancies, allowing us to isolate the effect of the minimum wage increases on our outcomes apart from those
confounds. We present uncorrected results in Figures B.4 and IV. These figures show the same pattern, though they are
confounded by strong pandemic responses in treated counties.
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comparison serves to contrast the uncorrected estimates with our preferred corrected ones.47 We
then present the results of our analysis when broadened to include all restaurant workers—though
as New York state’s $15 minimum wage policy was limited to fast food workers only, we restrict
this analysis to all restaurant workers in California. Finally, we discuss other post-treatment policy
changes that could confound our results; we conclude that they do not.

VI.A. Regression-based Estimates for Fast Food Workers (DiD and SDiD)

We repeat here our primary analysis, estimating average treatment effects on fast food workers in
event quarter 33 using DiD (Callaway and Sant’Anna, 2021) and Synthetic DiD (Arkhangelsky
et al., 2021) (SDiD) estimators. These estimators do not permit a straightforward aggregate esti-
mation across our three county groups because the control units differ for the large treated counties
and the mid-size treated counties. We therefore instead estimate results separately for each of three
county groups: 25 large California counties, 11 large New York counties and 11 mid-size New
York counties.

We present these estimates for employment—uncorrected for the pandemic response shocks—
in Table III, along with our uncorrected stacked synthetic control estimates and our pandemic-
corrected stacked synthetic control estimates.48 As they are uncorrected, the SDiD and DiD results
are directly comparable to the uncorrected stacked SCM estimate. Despite the variability of the
sign on the employment estimates, the results for all outcomes are highly similar, regardless of
the estimator, and the confidence intervals overlap across all methods. The DiD and SDiD confi-
dence intervals overlap even with the pandemic-corrected SCM confidence intervals—although the
employment point estimates for the latter are all positive.

Online Appendix Figure A.5 plots DiD results for each quarter for the three sets of counties. These
results are not corrected for pandemic effects. Although the pre-trends are somewhat noisier than
in our synthetic control figures, they do not move in a consistent direction prior to the minimum
wage increases. The earnings results, shown on the left-hand side of Figure A.5, indicate steadily
growing effects, with narrow confidence bands in the pre-pandemic period and somewhat wider
ones since.

The DiD employment results, shown on the right-hand side of Figure A.5, indicate a slightly posi-
tive pre-pandemic employment effect in the California counties and an insignificant pre-pandemic
effect in the New York Counties. Employment dips with the onset of the pandemic in all three sets
of counties, but much more sharply in the New York counties than in California. During our third
economic period—the economic recovery from the pandemic—employment recovers in all three

47In results not shown here, our estimated effects are also broadly robust to using different pre-treatment years to
calculate donor weights, to alternative covariate specifications– such as including GDP and house price growth, and to
a state-level analysis using state-level QCEW data (although the latter is less-precisely estimated). The results of these
supplementary robustness tests are available upon request.

48The earnings estimates (available upon request) are highly consistent across all estimators, jurisdictions, and ge-
ographies.
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sets of counties (decreasing slightly in mid-sized NY counties in the last year). The confidence
bands are broader than in our synthetic control results.

Overall then, the results in Table III and Figure A.5 support our finding of significant positive
earnings effects and employment effects of high minimum wages.

VI.B. California Restaurant Workers

We next examine whether our primary results hold when we consider the wider group of all restau-
rant workers in California’s counties.49 We return here to our average county-level stacked syn-
thetic control approach using QCEW data to consider the effects on all restaurant (NAICS 722)
workers in California.50 As with our primary results, we present the synthetic control weights for
Los Angeles in Columns 3 and 4 of Online Appendix Table A.4, as an example. The weighting
matrix for each outcome is sparse and they together have several donors in common, while the
weighting matrix for each outcome also has several donors in common with its fast food analog.
The donor counties are largely located in Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and
Texas.

Figure A.6 plots the results, showing an excellent pre-treatment fit for both outcomes. The treat-
ment effects, presented in Panel D of Table II, are similar to those for fast food workers, if slightly
moderated: average earnings grew steadily from the time the minimum wage increases began until
the beginning of the pandemic, and then flattened out to reach 5.73 percent higher in 2022q4 (with
an RMSPE p-value of 0.01).

Employment, meanwhile, was flat throughout the post-treatment period. Although Figure A.6
shows a visible dip in employment of 7.52 percent in 2020q4, it is followed by an increase of 4.76
percent in 2022q4; the RMSPE p-values of 0.22 and 0.14 respectively suggest none of these results
are statistically significant.51

The pandemic-era estimates may still be biased downward by pandemic confounds, as our pan-
demic index (the correction procedure) works well for fast food restaurants but does not account
for the greater exposure of full service restaurants to pandemic lockdowns: California reimposed
a stay-at-home order between early December 2020 until late January 2021, and California full-
service restaurants were either barred from opening or prevented from operating at full capacity
until June 2021.

49In Online Appendix C we use CPS data to analyze effects on teen workers.
50We include 26 California counties for this analysis, as San Luis Obispo County has complete data for NAICS 722.
51We also examined whether minimum wages led to labor-labor substitution in restaurants. American Community

Survey data show that teens made up 22 percent of all restaurant workers in 2009, 18 percent in 2014 and 22 percent
in 2019. Workers with a high school degree or less made up 57 percent of all restaurant workers in 2009, 55 percent in
2013 and 53 percent in 2019. These changes do not suggest that high minimum wages led employers to substitute adults
for teens or workers with more education for workers with less.
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VI.C. Other Policies

California, but not New York, adopted other policies during the treatment period that could con-
found our interpretation of minimum wage causal effects. Specifically, California adopted a gen-
erous Earned Income Tax Credit, expanded Medicaid and access to health care via the ACA and
stepped up enforcement of minimum wage laws. Cal-EITC, which was first implemented in 2015,
was claimed by over 4 million California taxpayers by 2020. However, the increases were too small
to substantially increase the employment of single mothers. In 2020 California expanded ACA el-
igibility to non-citizens aged 19 to 26 and to households with incomes as high as 600 percent of
the federal poverty level. The magnitudes of these changes and the research literature on the labor
market effects of Medicaid and the ACA suggests that these California policies had at most a very
small effect on the low-wage labor market.

California also enhanced minimum wage enforcement activities by increasing strategic inspections
and penalties for noncompliance and by partnering with community organizations. While these
changes successfully prevented compliance rates from falling, the U.S. Department of Labor simi-
larly enhanced enforcement policies in our donor states during our treatment period.

In 2020 and 2021, the federal government spent an unprecedented 10 percent of GDP on pandemic-
recovery programs. Our detailed analysis of these programs suggests they may have affected fast
food employment only slightly more in our donor states than in our treatment states.

We discuss each of these policies and their research literature in detail in Online Appendix D. Our
broad conclusion for each of these policies: their adoptions do not affect our results.

VII. EVIDENCE OF MONOPSONY

As we described in Section II.C, minimum wages can cause positive wage and employment effects
in a monopsonistic labor market. In Section V, we found such effects. In this section, we consider
whether monopsony characterizes the low-wage restaurant industry. If it does, we can be more
confident that overcoming monopsony power explains why minimum wages generate positive wage
and employment effects.

We first test for the existence of monopsony by examining whether minimum wages reduce restau-
rant workers’ separation rates, as a monopsony model predicts. We then examine minimum wage
effects on wages, prices and the mark-ups of prices over wages, using data on a single firm: Mc-
Donald’s. A monopsony model predicts that mark-ups, which correspond to profit rates, will be
lower when minimum wages increase.

VII.A. Effects on Employee Separation Rates

Using the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) dataset, we examine here the causal effects of
minimum wages on workers’ separation rates. As Manning (2011) showed, wage increases do not
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affect separation rates in competitive labor markets, but do reduce separation rates in monopsonistic
labor markets. Indeed, in a monopsonistic equilibrium, the separation rate determines the elasticity
of labor supply to a firm as well as wage and employment markdowns.

Like the QCEW, the QWI collects wage and employment data from employers. Unlike the QCEW,
the QWI collects employer-based separation rate data among all workers and among workers with
less than a full year of tenure with their current employer. Since the QWI data are available only to
the four-digit level, we examine minimum wage effects on all restaurant workers, not just fast-food
workers.52 We use the same stacked county-level synthetic control estimator with the QWI that we
used in Section 4 with the QCEW.

We again report results for samples that include and exclude treated counties with local minimum
wages. County-industry separation rates can be highly seasonal, even compared to employment,
and especially for low-tenure workers. We therefore de-seasonalize the separation rates in each
county using the same approach as in Peri, Rury, and Wiltshire (Forthcoming). We then proceed
using the same methods as with our primary estimates.

Separation rates constitute flows, while employment levels are stocks. As a result, the pandemic
shock and its aftermath produced larger shifts in separation rates than in employment, even when
using the same pandemic correction method that we used with the QCEW data. We therefore report
results through 2019 as well as through 2022.

We first present results for restaurant workers and then for workers 14 to 18 and 19 to 21.

1. Restaurant Workers. The upper panels of Figure A.7 presents our results for restaurant workers
in counties without local minimum wage.53 We obtain fair pre-policy fits for the separation rate
outcome. We detect significant negative effects on the separation rates of all restaurant workers in
the pre-pandemic period among all restaurant workers and among low-tenure restaurant workers
(those not employed at the same establishment one year previously) dropping 4.3 and 19.7 percent,
respectively, in the final pre-pandemic quarter. Results in 2020 through 2022 are much noisier, as
expected, but still point to a negative effect of -14.5 percent among low-tenure workers in the final
observed quarter.

These results, which are consistent with results using regression-based methods in Dube, Lester,
and Reich (2010) and Wursten and Reich (2023), indicate the presence of monopsony in restaurant
labor markets and the capacity of minimum wage increases to overcome monopsony power.

52The QCEW and the QWI use slightly different algorithms for data fuzzing and suppression. As a result, our QWI
samples of treated and donor counties differ slightly from our QCEW samples. Nonetheless, the patterns in our QWI
estimated earnings and employment effects, not shown here, are broadly consistent with our QCEW results.

53Note, that the results for the sample of all counties are very similar to those of the sample excluding counties with
local minimum wage, so we present them in the appendix.
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2. Teens 14–18 and Young Workers 19–21. The QWI provides data on teens 14 to 18 and on
workers 19 to 21. Although very few 14 and 15-year-olds are employed, the 14 to 18 group is
informative for teens who mainly live with their parents and who have not yet enrolled in higher
education. The middle and bottoms panels of Figure A.7 present our results for the two age groups
respectively. Separation rates of low-tenure workers declined sharply for both groups; the declines
are not much affected by the pandemic and subsequent recovery. The estimates for the last observed
quarter suggest statistically significant negative effects of -36.9 and -26.0 percent for teens and
young workers, respectively. These results further suggest that minimum wage increases overcome
monopsony power.

VII.B. Wage, Price and Mark-up Effects at McDonald’s Restaurants

We examine here how minimum wages affect wages, prices and mark-ups of prices over wages at
McDonald’s restaurants. To do so, we use the Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2020) (hereafter, AJ) store-
level dataset. AJ collected data on average hourly wages of front-line workers and Big Mac prices
at over 10,000 McDonald’s locations in the U.S. AJ collected these data around September 1 or so,
in each of the seven years from 2016 to 2022.54 They did not collect any data on employment.

Using all the minimum wage changes in their 2016 to 2020 sample and difference-in-difference
methods on county-level data, AJ found that minimum wages increased average wages and prices.
Their wage elasticity with respect to the minimum wage is about 0.7, their estimate of the price
elasticity with respect to wages is 0.2 and their price elasticity with respect to minimum wages
is 0.14. AJ did not detect any effects on the adoption of labor-saving (touch screen ordering)
technology or store entry and exit rates. They also did not detect any effects on concentration of
franchise ownership or any effects of ownership concentration on wages and prices.

Since we do not have McDonald’s data for the pre-treatment period (pre-2014), we apply a mod-
ified version of our county-level stacked synthetic control approach to the AJ data. Specifically,
using the subset of counties with sufficient sample size in the AJ data, we compare treated coun-
ties in California and New York with their synthetic controls for fast-food industry earnings, using
the weights we previously identified using QCEW data. This procedure assumes these synthetic
controls are good counterfactual estimates for the McDonald’s data. We then normalize each Mc-
Donald’s outcome in each county to its 2016 level. The AJ data includes 31 of our large treated
counties in the two states and 95 of our donor counties.55 This approach plausibly derives a suit-
able counterfactual in the absence of McDonald’s pre-treatment data. Indeed, using the QCEW
data for just the subset of treated and donor counties observed in the AJ data does not at all affect
our synthetic control weekly wage results (Figure A.8).

54We are grateful to Orley Ashenfelter and Stepan Jurajda for sharing their updated dataset with us.
55We drop mid-sized New York counties and their corresponding donor pool as they are under-represented in the AJ

data.
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1. McDonald’s Hourly Wages. Hourly wages increased on average about 50 percent in CA and
NY counties from 2016 to 2022, as did the minimum wage. This wage increase relative to the
donors implies a wage elasticity of 0.2. As a comparison, using QCEW industry data (reported in
Table II), we obtain a wage elasticity of 0.18. Industry-level data on weekly earnings thus produce
a very similar wage effect as establishment-level data on hourly earnings. However, our 0.2 wage
elasticity is much smaller than the 0.7 wage elasticity reported by AJ (which ends in an earlier
year).56

We display our synthetic control results in Figure A.9. Wages increased relative to the donors by
about 20 percent from 2016 through 2019. The wage effect falls to about 11 percent higher than
the donors from 2020 through 2022, possibly because of tighter labor markets in donor areas. This
result is also consistent with our findings (8.82 percent) using the QCEW data, as shown in Table
II . The overall wage effect is about 11 percent for all treated counties and about 15 percent when
we exclude counties with local minimum wages.

2. McDonald’s Prices. We consider here the extent of price pass-throughs at McDonald’s stores
from minimum wage increases. Price pass-throughs are likely to be greater when product demand
is inelastic—which is the case for the fast-food industry—when labor costs comprise a higher por-
tion of costs (as is again the case for fast food) and when employers in an industry possess less
market power. Figure VIII. shows that price increases in the treated counties rose faster than in
the donors, by about 4 percent from 2016 to 2019 and by about 2 percent from 2020 to 2022. Un-
weighted average prices show that the roughly 50 percent increase in the minimum wage resulted
in an approximately 3 percent increase in prices—implying an elasticity of 0.06. This result is
lower than AJ’s price pass-through estimate of 0.14.

3. Mark-ups of Prices Over Wages. We discuss here how minimum wages affect the mark-up of
wages to prices. In a sample of homogeneous stores of similar scale and technology, with similar
expenses for non-labor inputs, mark-ups of prices over wages reflect profit margins. Since the
technology and non-labor inputs used in McDonald’s stores are relatively uniform across stores,
as Ashenfelter has documented in several papers, capital-labor ratios and capital-output ratios are
also uniform across their stores.57 Hence our findings on mark-ups carry over to returns on capital
invested.58 Compared to the published minimum wage literature, these results thus constitute the

56Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2020) examines the ratio of average hourly wages to Big Mac prices, which they interpret
as a measure of real wages.

57In addition to labor, the other main costs items for restaurants food and rent. Food price trends were likely very
similar during this period in our treated and donor counties. It is likely that commercial retail rents increased more in
the treated areas– and especially so in counties with their own local minimum wages. However, most commercial rent
leases have multi-year terms, suggesting they likely changed more slowly than wages. (Unfortunately, good data for
retail rents by county and year are not available.)

58Basu (2019) reviews recent literature on changes in mark-ups over costs. Much of the literature uses a constant
return to scale assumption to reduce the estimation process to mark-ups over a single input—usually labor. Basu (2019)
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one of the first modern studies of the effects of U.S. minimum wages on profits and profit rates.59

That the results are consistent with a monopsony story is also remarkable.

As Figure A.10 shows, the average mark-up level in 2016 is 0.48 in our treated counties and 0.55
in our donors. Mark-ups of these magnitudes likely indicate the presence of monopsony power. In
our treated counties, the mark-up of prices over wages was already smaller in 2016 in our treated
counties than in our donors, indicating that minimum wage increases had already reduced employer
power in our treated areas.

As Figure VIII shows, mark-ups in the treated counties, relative to the donors, fell steadily from
2016 through 2019; by about 14 percent. This squeeze of profit margins and profit rates is consis-
tent with higher minimum wages in the treated areas overcoming monopsony power. Mark-ups in
the treated areas recovered somewhat in 2020 to 2022, to about 6 percent less in the treated areas.
Note also that mark-ups remained positive throughout 2016 to 2022, consistent with the absence of
entry and exit effects in AJ.

4. Summary. Our synthetic control analyses of McDonald’s store-level hourly wage data show
that establishment-level data from a single large fast-food company produce similar wage effects as
industry-level data on weekly earnings. We find only a very partial pass-through of wages to prices,
suggesting that minimum wages reduce mark-ups of prices over wages. This result is consistent
with the presence of monopsony power, but it is not likely in a competitive labor market. Our
examination of the mark-ups provides the first test of minimum wage effects on profits in the U.S.
The results confirm a prediction of the monopsony model: that minimum wage increases reduce
monopsony profits.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of $15 and higher minimum wage policies examines the effects of legislated nominal
minimum wage levels and percentage increases that are considerably higher than any studied in the
modern U.S. research literature. Our main sample consists of fast food workers in 47 large and mid-
sized treated counties—25 in California and 22 in New York. These counties are representative of
the U.S as a whole: the distribution of average county wages in 42 of these counties lies uniformly
between the 10th and 90th percentiles of all U.S. counties, with only five outliers above the 90th
percentile. This pattern implies our results are generalizable to jurisdictions across the U.S.

Using a stacked synthetic control method, we estimate separate minimum wage effects for each of
our treated counties and then stack the county-level estimates in event time to construct a weighted
average estimated effect. This strategy produces more precise estimates than does a traditional
state-level synthetic control approach. It also offers advantages over regression-based estimators,

derives this condition formally.
59Using National Income and Products Accounts data on two-digit industries, Vergara (2022) also finds that minimum

wages reduced mark-ups.
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allowing us to correct for pandemic-related confounds. Using this estimating strategy, we develop
a novel procedure that corrects for the confounding effects of heterogeneous pandemic-response
shocks. We also develop a novel stacked synthetic control approach to estimate bin-by-bin effects
of minimum wages throughout the wage distribution.

Using our full sample of 47 treated counties, our earnings and employment estimates are positive
and significant. However, including counties that adopted higher local minimum wages plausibly
introduces selection effects that confound these results. We re-estimate these effects after excluding
counties with local minimum wages, and again after instead excluding high-wage counties that
potentially introduce attenuation bias. In both cases, our earnings estimates remain stable, while
our positive employment estimates increase in magnitude. Our employment estimates rule out
elasticities less than +0.3, and our preferred own-wage elasticity estimate of +1.20 exceeds those
in recent minimum wage studies.

We can compute the effect size implied by our elasticity estimates, using a simple back-of-the-
envelope method. Fast food employment totaled about 532,000 workers in 2013 in our treated
areas. Multiplying this amount by even our downward-biased 7.33 percent employment elasticity
suggests that the California and New York minimum wage policies generated about 39,000 jobs in
fast food alone.

We also find positive effects on teen pay, employment, hours and weekly earnings—effects that
begin to which appear well before the pandemic’s onset in 2020.

Our bin-by-bin analysis of minimum wage effects on all California jobs throughout the wage dis-
tribution supports our finding of no disemployment effects. The reduction in the number of jobs
just below a new minimum wage is nearly exactly offset by the increase in the number of jobs just
above the new standard. We do not find effects on high wage jobs, indicating that our findings do
not result from uncontrolled confounders. These results for all workers, in addition to our results
for full-service restaurants, teens and low-wage counties, show that the effects of high minimum
wages were consistent even outside of the fast food industry.

Our finding of significant positive employment effects has precedents in the U.S. minimum wage
literature. Katz and Krueger (1992) and Card and Krueger (2000), who used establishment-level
data on fast food restaurant chains, also found substantial evidence of positive employment effects.
Our examination of the effects of minimum wages on fast food and teen employee separation rates
confirms previous studies and provides evidence of the presence of monopsony power. We examine
data from over 10,000 McDonald’s restaurants and obtain results consistent with pre-existing wage
markdowns. Our analysis of price markups provides novel evidence for the U.S., showing that
minimum wages reduce monopsony profits.

Compared to the existing U.S. minimum wage literature, our research design is better equipped to
detect positive employment effects. We study policies that are higher in absolute levels, involve
larger percentage increases, and create greater policy dispersion with counties in states that did not
raise their minimum wages. We focus on effects in fast food and use county-level data instead of
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state-level data, which substantially expands precision as well as the right tail of observed minimum
wage bites, as Godoey and Reich (2021) discovered. Importantly, we address and ameliorate bias
from treatment selection and attenuation.

Our paper poses and addresses the question: Should we generally expect to find evidence of em-
ployer power and positive employment effects from minimum wages? Evidence from outside the
minimum wage literature is consistent with our finding of employer power in fast food. For exam-
ple, Lipsitz and Starr (2022) found that banning noncompete agreements increased the hourly pay
of low-wage workers. And Lafontaine, Saattvic, and Slade (2023) found that the removal of no
poaching clauses in some franchise contracts lifted wages 5 to 6 percent. These results, combined
with the results of our bin-by-bin analysis for all workers, as well as our results for teens, suggest
that our fast food results may apply in other industries as well.

In settings where employers possess wage-setting power, the monopsony model predicts that min-
imum wage increases up to an as yet undetermined level will increase employment; increases
beyond that level could decrease employment. Our evidence demonstrates that the average effect
of a large minimum wage increase to $15 in 2022 was not one of disemployment.

To conclude, our paper extends the range of causal evidence in the minimum wage literature and
adds to the burgeoning literature that finds evidence of employer power in low-wage labor markets.
We demonstrate that the rapid growth of minimum wages to high levels in California and New
York increased earnings without reducing employment. Indeed, our evidence suggests that these
minimum wage policies significantly increased employment. The evidence is strongest among
counties without higher local minimum wages and whose pre-treatment earnings are representative
of the rest of the country, suggesting our results may be extrapolated to counties across the U.S.
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TABLE I
Minimum Wage Evolution in Areas with $15 Minimum Wages (2013-2022q1)

Locality 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

California (All Workers) 8.00 9.00* 9.00 10.00 10.50 10.50 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00
Los Angeles (city) 8.00 9.00* 9.00 10.50* 12.00* 13.25* 14.25* 15.00* 15.00 16.04*
San Francisco 10.55 10.74 11.05/12.25† 13.00* 14.00* 15.00* 15.59* 16.07* 16.32* 16.99*
San Jose 10.00† 10.15 10.30 10.30 10.50/12* 13.50 15.00 15.25 15.45 16.20

Further California municipal minimum wages can be found in Table A.1 of the Online Appendix

New York (All Workers)
Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester ‡ 7.25 8.00 8.75 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00
New York City ‡ 7.25 8.00 8.75 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00
Rest of state ‡ 7.25 8.00 8.75 9.00 9.70 10.40 11.10 11.80 12.50 13.20

New York (Fast Food Workers)
New York City ‡ 7.25 8.00 8.75 10.50 12.00 13.50 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00
Rest of state ‡ 7.25 8.00 8.75 9.75 10.75 11.75 12.75 13.75 14.50/15* 15.00

Other Areas (Fast Food Workers)
Chicago 8.25 8.25 10.00* 10.50* 11.00* 12.00* 13.00* 14.00* 15.00* 15.40*
Denver 7.78 8.00 8.23 8.31 9.30 10.20 11.10 12.85 14.77 15.87
District of Columbia 8.25 9.50* 10.50* 11.50* 12.50* 13.25* 14.00* 15.00* 15.20* 16.10*
Seattle‡ 9.19 9.32 11.00† 13.00 15.00 15.45 16.00 16.39 16.69 17.27

Notes: This table shows the history of minimum wages in U.S. areas that reached $15 by 2022q1. Some smaller locales,
such as Flagstaff, Arizona are omitted. Table A.1 of the Online Appendix lists sub-state minimum wages in California,
although we list some here as an example. Minimum wages are for the largest employer size category.
* Indicates the increase took effect in July; otherwise the increase occurred in January. Increases in New York were
effective on December 31; they are entered as effective on January 1 of the following year. New York State increased
its fast food minimum wage on December 31, 2020 and July 1, 2021. We include Cook County because we have not
obtained QCEW data for Chicago.
† Seattle raised its minimum wage on April 1, 2015. Minimum wage level assumes employer does not provide medical
benefits. San Franciso changed its minimum wage in January and May 2015. San Jose increased its minimum wage in
March 2013.
‡ Multiple wage tiers depending on size of business and health insurance coverage
Sources: Vaghul and Zipperer (2021), UC Berkeley Labor Center Local Minimum Wage Inventory and the authors’
research.
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TABLE II
Average Effects Over Treated Counties

Average Weekly Employment Own-wage
Earnings Elasticity

Fast Food Workers
A. All Treated Counties

Treatment Effect 8.82 7.33 0.69
Elasticity 0.10 0.08
Placebo-variance-based 95% CIs [0.05, 0.14] [0.03, 0.12] [0.22, 1.17]
RMSPE-based p-value 0.03 0.08

B. Excluding Counties with Local Minimum Wages
Treatment Effect 8.44 12.87 1.20
Elasticity 0.09 0.14
Placebo-variance-based 95% CIs [0.04, 0.14] [0.08, 0.19] [0.45, 1.95]
RMSPE-based p-value 0.05 0.08

C. Excluding Counties in the SF Bay Area and NYC
Treatment Effect 10.26 11.13 0.90
Elasticity 0.11 0.12
Placebo-variance-based 95% CIs [0.05, 0.17] [0.06, 0.18] [0.34, 1.46]
RMSPE-based p-value 0.03 0.05

Restaurant Workers
D. All Treated California Counties

Treatment Effect 5.73 4.76 0.61
Elasticity 0.07 0.05
Placebo-variance-based 95% CIs [0.02, 0.11] [0.02, 0.09] [0.10, 1.12]
RMSPE-based p-value 0.01 0.14

Note: Estimated using employment and payroll data from the QCEW, local unemployment data from LAUS, and Google
Mobility data from Chetty et al. (2020). For our 36 large treated counties, the donor pool of control counties consists
of the 122 counties with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states that did not experience a minimum wage change
since 2009. For our 11 mid-sized treated counties in New York, the donor pool of control counties consists of the 150
counties with NAICS 722 employment between 2,000 and 5,000 in states that did not experience a minimum wage
change since 2009. We have a total of 47 treated counties in our primary sample of fast food workers: 25 large counties
in California, plus 11 large and 11 mid-sized counties in New York. Our sample of restaurant workers is restricted to
the large California counties and adds San Luis Obispo—a total of 26 counties. The large counties all have ≥ 5,000
employment in NAICS 722; the mid-sized counties all have between 2,000 and 5,000 employment in NAICS 722.
Each treatment effect is the average estimated effect in the 33rd quarter after the minimum wage increase began in
each jurisdiction, which in almost all cases is the first quarter with a local minimum wage of $15. For the stacked
synthetic control estimates, each treatment effect is the average estimated difference between the (normalized to 2014q2
for California, and to 2013q4 for New York) outcome value in each treated county and its estimated synthetic control.
The elasticity is calculated with respect to the treated-sample-specific average percent change in the minimum wage
through event quarter 33. 95 percent confidence intervals of the elasticity are displayed in brackets and are estimated
using the variance of the distribution of 100 sampled placebo average estimated effects based on estimated differences
from in-space placebo treatment on the donor pool counties. Own-wage elasticity is reported as an average of estimates
for each quarter of 2022. Respective confidence intervals are calculated using the delta method.
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TABLE III
Employment Effects Over Treated Counties by Jurisdiction/size by Estimator

California (large) New York (large) New York (mid-sized)

Full No Local MW Full No Local MW Full No Local MW
Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

SDiD
A. Uncorrected

Treatment Effect 2.98 6.64 -3.86 -2.11 -6.71 -7.41
Elasticity 0.03 0.08 -0.04 -0.02 -0.06 -0.07
Placebo 95% CIs [-0.32, 0.39] [-0.24, 0.39] [-0.32, 0.24] [-0.30, 0.26] [-0.46, 0.33] [-0.54, 0.40]
Placebo p-value 0.85 0.64 0.80 0.89 0.76 0.77

Difference-in-differences
B. Uncorrected

Treatment Effect 6.91 12.77 0.19 -0.58 -7.69 -9.46
Elasticity 0.08 0.15 0.002 -0.01 -0.07 -0.09
WBS CIs [-0.05, 0.21] [0.02, 0.30] [-0.20, 0.21] [-0.24, 0.23] [-0.17, 0.03] [-0.21, 0.02]

Stacked synthetic control
C. Uncorrected

Treatment Effect 6.78 9.98 -0.33 5.31 -2.89 -3.92
Elasticity 0.08 0.11 -0.00 0.05 -0.03 -0.04
Placebo 95% CIs [0.02, 0.14] [0.03, 0.20] [-0.07, 0.07] [-0.05, 0.15] [-0.15, 0.09] [-0.16, 0.09]
RMSPE p-value 0.29 0.22 0.15 0.40 0.29 0.28

D. Pandemic-corrected
Treatment Effect 8.07 11.27 5.23 19.75 8.35 5.69
Elasticity 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.18 0.08 0.05
Placebo 95% CIs [0.03, 0.16] [0.06, 0.20] [-0.03, 0.12] [0.09, 0.28] [-0.03, 0.19] [-0.06, 0.16]
RMSPE p-value 0.15 0.12 0.43 0.02 0.48 0.73

Note: Estimated using employment and payroll data from the QCEW, local unemployment data from LAUS, and Google
Mobility data from Chetty et al. (2020). For the 25 large treated counties from California and the 11 large treated
counties from New York, the donor pool consists of the 122 counties with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states
that did not experience a minimum wage change since 2009. For the 11 mid-sized treated counties in New York, the
donor pool consists of the 150 counties with NAICS 722 employment between 2,000 and 5,000 in states that did not
experience a minimum wage change since 2009. The large counties all have ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722; the
mid-sized counties all have between 2,000 and 5,000 employment in NAICS 722. The results are averaged in event
time by jurisdiction/size over event quarter 33. The pandemic-correction procedure is specific to synthetic controls, so
the SDiD and DiD estimates (Panels A and B) are Uncorrected, as are the synthetic control estimates in Panel C. The
Pandemic-corrected synthetic control results in Panel D are corrected for bias due to pairwise matching discrepancies
among the included predictor variables and pandemic confounds. Placebo confidence intervals are calculated based on
Arkhangelsky et al. (2021), RMSPE p-values are calculated based on Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2015). Wild
bootstrap standard errors (WBS) are clustered at the state level and calculated using the procedure from Callaway and
Sant’Anna (2021).
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FIGURE I
Distribution of Average Wage by County
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Notes: This figure shows the distribution of the employment-weighted average QCEW weekly wage across all quarters
in 2013 for all industries in a given county. Treated counties are shown as individual points; their place in the national
distribution is indicated by the vertical bars. The black bar shows the employment-weighted mean for all U.S. counties.
The solid gray bars show the 25th and 75th percentiles. The dashed gray bars show the 10th and 90th percentiles.
Markers for counties with local minimum wages are solid; markers for counties without them are hollow.
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FIGURE II
Reach of California Minimum Wages, 2014-2022

A. Ratio of Minimum Wage to Median Wage
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B. Fraction of Workers Earning Under the Upcoming Minimum Wage
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Notes: This figure displays the reach of California’s minimum wage levels. Panel A shows the ratio of the minimum
wage to the median wage by year; Panel B shows the percent of workers earning wages under the upcoming minimum
wage. These metrics are calculated using CPS data aggregated at the annual level. Teens are 16 to 19. Food service
restricts the data to Census classification codes 8680 and 8690, which correspond to NAICS code 722. The gray vertical
dashed lines indicate the timing of state-wide minimum wage increases, all of which are one nominal dollar, except for
2017 and 2018 ($0.50 each).
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FIGURE III
Normalized Raw Average Weekly Earnings
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Note: Produced using employment and payroll data from the QCEW. For the large treated counties in California and
New York, the donor pool consists of the 122 counties with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states that did not
experience a minimum wage change since 2009. For the mid-sized treated counties in New York, the donor pool consists
of the 150 counties with NAICS 722 employment between 2,000 and 5,000 in states that did not experience a minimum
wage change since 2009. In each plot the dark blue line shows average earnings in each quarter for the associated
treated counties, normalized to 100 in the final quarter before the minimum wage began rising (large California counties
normalized to 2014q2 in Panel A, large New York counties normalized to 2013q4 in Panel B, and mid-sized New York
counties normalized to 2013q4 in Panel C) and the black line shows the average for the associated donor pool. The light
blue lines show the individual treated-county normalized values, and the dark grey lines show the individual donor-pool-
county normalized values. The vertical dotted line shows the initial period of treatment for the associated treated group
of counties.
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FIGURE IV
Treatment Effects in Full Sample of Treated Counties

A. Average and Individual Treated County Effects
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B. Average Effects in Treated Counties vs Sample Placebo Average Effects
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Note: Estimated using employment and payroll data from the QCEW, local unemployment data from LAUS, and Google
Mobility data from Chetty et al. (2020). For our 36 large treated counties, the donor pool consists of the 122 counties
with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states that did not experience a minimum wage change since 2009. For our
11 mid-sized treated counties in New York, the donor pool consists of the 150 counties with NAICS 722 employment
between 2,000 and 5,000 in states that did not experience a minimum wage change since 2009. We have a total of 47
treated counties: 25 large counties in California, plus 11 large and 11 mid-sized counties in New York. The large counties
all have ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722; the mid-sized counties all have between 2,000 and 5,000 employment in
NAICS 722. The y-axis shows the difference in each quarter between the (normalized to 2014q2 for California, and
to 2013q4 for New York) outcome value and the associated estimated synthetic control. In panel A, the solid blue line
represents the average estimated effect across all 47 treated counties, weighted by 2010 population, and the light blue
circles show the individual estimated effects for each contributing county in each time period; the size of the circle
represents the relative 2010 population. In Panel B, the solid blue line shows the average estimated effect across all
47 treated counties. The grey lines show 100 randomly sampled averages of 47 placebo treatment effects, estimated for
each treated unit by permuting treatment “in-space” across each of the donor pool counties and then taking the difference
between the outcome path of the placebo treated unit and that of its synthetic control. The results are averaged in event
time, with event-quarter 0 indicating the first quarter of treatment, shown by the vertical dotted line. The results are
corrected for bias from matching discrepancies and pandemic-era confounds. The pandemic period began in event
quarter 22 for California and event quarter 24 for New York.
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FIGURE V
Treatment Effects in Counties Without Local Minimum Wages

A. Average and Individual Treated County Effects
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B. Average Effects in Treated Counties vs Sample Placebo Average Effects
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Note: Estimated using employment and payroll data from the QCEW, local unemployment data from LAUS, and Google
Mobility data from Chetty et al. (2020). For our 23 large treated counties, the donor pool consists of the 122 counties
with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states that did not experience a minimum wage change since 2009. For our
10 mid-sized treated counties, all in New York, the donor pool consists of the 150 counties with NAICS 722 employment
between 2,000 and 5,000 in states that did not experience a minimum wage change since 2009. We have a total of 33
treated counties without local minimum wages: 16 large counties in California, plus 7 large and 10 mid-sized counties
in New York. The large counties all have ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722; the mid-sized counties all have between
2,000 and 5,000 employment in NAICS 722. We exclude from our primary sample those 14 treated counties where at
least one municipality had a local minimum wage above the state policy. The y-axis shows the difference in each quarter
between the (normalized to 2014q2 for California counties and to 2013q4 for New York treated counties) outcome
variables and the associated estimated synthetic controls. In panel A, the solid blue line represents the average estimated
effect across all 33 treated counties, weighted by 2010 population, and the light blue circles show the individual estimated
effects for each contributing county in each time period; the size of the circle represents the relative 2010 population.
In Panel B, the solid blue line shows the average estimated effect across all 33 treated counties. The grey lines show
100 randomly sampled averages of 33 placebo treatment effects, estimated for each treated unit by permuting treatment
“in-space” across each of the donor pool counties and then taking the difference between the outcome path of the placebo
treated unit and that of its synthetic control. The results are averaged in event time, with event-quarter 0 indicating the
first quarter of treatment, shown by the vertical dotted line. The results are corrected for bias from matching discrepancies
and pandemic-era confounds. The pandemic period began in event quarter 22 for California and event quarter 24 for
New York. 44



FIGURE VI
Bin-by-Bin Estimates, All California Workers

A. Estimates through 2019q4 (pre-pandemic) B. Estimates through 2022q2 (pandemic-inclusive)
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Notes: Estimated using employment and earnings data on all workers in the QCEW and local unemployment data from
LAUS. The donor pool consists of 20 untreated/control states for the period ending in 2022q2. The plots show effect on
the share of total employment in each relative wage bin (RWB. See Section IV and also Section P.A in the Print Appendix
for details) in the year following California’s minimum wage increases, for the pre-pandemic period indicated in Table
P.1 (through 2019q4; on the left), and for the entire period including the pandemic (through 2022q2; on the right). The
estimates consist of the combined average $1 wage bin estimates in the year following each minimum wage increase,
differenced relative to the year preceding each minimum wage increase, and stacked by the relative wage bin—that is,
relative to the minimum wage in that year—all weighted by the percent change in the minimum wage for each event.
Handles show 95 percent confidence intervals based on the variance of 1000 draws with replacement of the placebo
effects. The dashed green lines show the cumulative employment effects through the corresponding relative wage bin.
The estimates are not corrected for bias from matching discrepancies or pandemic-era confounds.
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FIGURE VII
Average Effects On Separation Rates in Counties Without Local Minimum Wage

A. Restaurant Workers
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B. Teen Workers
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C. Young Workers
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Note: Estimated using employment and separation data from the QWI, local unemployment data from LAUS, and
Google Mobility data from Chetty et al. (2020). Samples of counties constructed using employment data from QCEW.
Restaurant workers are identified as those employed in NAICS 7225; teen workers are aged 14-18; young workers are
aged 19-21. Treated and donor pool counties are identical to the analysis presented in Figure 5. The y-axis shows the
difference in each quarter between the (normalized to 2014q2 for California, and to 2013q4 for New York) outcome
value and the associated estimated synthetic control. The solid blue line shows the average estimated effect across all
33 treated counties. The grey lines show 100 randomly sampled averages of 33 placebo treatment effects, estimated for
each treated unit by permuting treatment “in-space” across each of the donor pool counties and then taking the difference
between the outcome path of the placebo treated unit and that of its synthetic control. The results are averaged in event
time, with event-quarter 0 indicating the first quarter of treatment, shown by the vertical dotted line. The results are
corrected for bias from matching discrepancies and pandemic-era confounds. The pandemic period began in event
quarter 22 for California and event quarter 24 for New York.
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FIGURE VIII
Estimated Effects On Big Mac Price And on Price-over-Wage Mark-up

A. Average and Individual Treated County Effects
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B. Average Effects in Treated Counties vs Sample Placebo Average Effects
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Note: Estimated using McDonald’s data from Ashenfelter and Jurajda (2020). Sub-sample includes 31 large treated
counties, and the donor pool consists of 95 counties with ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722 in states that did not
experience a minimum wage change since 2009. We have a total of 21 large counties in California, plus 10 large
counties in New York. The large counties all have ≥ 5,000 employment in NAICS 722. The y-axis shows the difference
in each quarter between the (normalized to 2016) outcome value and the associated estimated synthetic control. In panel
A, the solid blue line represents the average estimated effect across all 31 treated counties, weighted by 2010 population,
and the light blue circles show the individual estimated effects for each contributing county in each time period; the size
of the circle represents the relative 2010 population. In Panel B, the solid blue line shows the average estimated effect
across all 31 treated counties. The grey lines show 100 randomly sampled averages of 31 placebo treatment effects,
estimated for each treated unit by permuting treatment “in-space” across each of the donor pool counties and then taking
the difference between the outcome path of the placebo-treated unit and that of its synthetic control. The results are
averaged by year, starting in 2016, with the year 2014 (not included in the graph) being the year of treatment. The
results are not corrected for bias from matching discrepancies or pandemic-era confounds. The pandemic period began
in the year 2020.
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PRINT APPENDIX

I. Further Methodological Details

P.A. Estimating effects throughout the wage distribution

We describe here our method for conducting an hourly wage bin-by-bin analysis of state-level
effects on all Californian workers.60 Using the CPS, we estimate separate synthetic controls for
workers in each hourly wage bin in the four quarters following each discrete minimum wage in-
crease, then stack and average the results by relative wage bin (see below for details). We restrict
the data for each analysis as described in Section III. Our analysis is similar to the relative wage
bin-by-bin analyses in Cengiz et al. (2019) and Wursten and Reich (2023). In our context, where
minimum wages increased every year in both treated states, we want to avoid overlap between
the post-treatment period for one increase and the pre-treatment period for the next. We therefore
do not use the stacked event study (dynamic DiD) approach of these earlier studies. Instead, we
develop a bin-by-bin analysis using stacked synthetic controls matched by wage bin in the period
before the first minimum wage increase in California.

We develop this analysis in a series of steps: First, we use synthetic control analysis to estimate
the effect on employment shares in many wage bins in each of our treatment quarters. Second, we
then difference these estimates from their values four quarters previous, and stack the results for
each wage bin in the four quarters following each minimum wage increase; this step allows us to
estimate the average change in the share of workers in each relative wage bin–that is, those earning
e.g. $0.01 - $1.00 less than the new minimum wage, $0.00 - $.99 more than the new minimum
wage, and so on through the relative wage distribution from -$4 through $17+. Third, we average
the effects by state for each relative wage bin.61

More specifically, we use hourly wage bin data calculated from the CPS ORG to estimate the effects
of California’s minimum wage increases on the frequency distribution of hourly wages. This pro-
cess involves multiple steps. For each one-dollar wage bin {$5−$5.99} through {$31−$31.99},
as well as our top-coded bins, we observe the share of total state-wide employment in that bin for
each state × quarter in our sample. We then estimate, for each of these bins, a synthetic control
and treatment effects on the employment share in that bin resulting from treatment beginning in
2014q3, when California’s minimum wage began rising. We then take the estimated treatment
effects for each bin-specific estimate and difference them from the estimates for the same bin,
from four quarters before the most recent minimum wage increase. This differencing yields the
change in the employment share for each wage bin in the four quarters following the minimum
wage increase.

60We focus on California for this exercise as, unlike New York, California’s minimum wage increases covered all
workers and did not provide for tip credits.

61We weight the contributions from each minimum wage increase by the percentage change in the minimum wage
with the increase represented.
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In order to combine all of these impact estimates, we assign our estimated bin effects to one-dollar
relative wage bins (RWBs) from -$4 to +$16 around each new minimum wage in California over
our period of interest, as well as the RWB that is +$17 or more than each new minimum wage level.

With relative wage bin $0 – $0.99 serving as an example, Table P.1 details the contributing elements
and time periods, and Figure P.1 visualizes the contributing estimates.

We stack these estimates for all relative wage bins and all donor pool states plus California, then
calculate a weighted average effect in each relative wage bin for each state using the percent change
in the minimum wage for each event as weights. We estimate confidence intervals using the vari-
ance of 1,000 draws with replacement of the weighted average placebo effects (in the donor pool
states).

P.B. Regression-based estimators

In order to contextualize our synthetic control estimates in the larger minimum wage literature, we
estimate wage and employment effects using a typical two-way fixed effects specification, as in the
equation below:

Yct = γc +λt + ∑
t∈T

βtDct + εct (7)

where Y is the outcome of interest for county c and time t. The subscript t refers to quarters in
the QCEW analysis. The set T contains all integers indexing t in event time, except for the period
prior to the first minimum wage increase. Dct is a treatment dummy equal to 1 if the county had a
minimum wage increase and that increase has been implemented. The rest is standard: γs and λy

are state and time-fixed effects.

We cluster standard errors at the state-level, and because of the small number of counties, we use
the wild bootstrap procedure in Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021).62 As with our synthetic control
analysis, we weight by 2010 county population. Finally, we also estimate these outcomes for each
of our jurisdiction/size groups using the synthetic difference-in-differences estimator (Arkhangel-
sky et al., 2021) with the same covariates as in our synthetic control, implemented using the sdid
Stata package (Clarke et al., 2023). The delta method is then used to calculate the standard errors
on the own-wage elasticities.

62We use the Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021) csdid Stata package to estimate our results for the convenience of
calculating the standard errors. In our setting, however, their method calculates point estimates that differ from standard
OLS. Since we estimate the event study on an “absorbing” treatment, with a never-taking control group, our results
should not be affected by any of the recently-emphasized issues with dynamic DiD estimators. We allow room for
heterogeneous treatment effects across different areas–such as if we pooled large New York and California counties.
Nonetheless, since the pooled estimates accord with the synthetic control estimates, we report only the disaggregated
estimates.
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TABLE P.1
Contributing Elements to Relative Wage Bin $0–$0.99

Relative Wage Wage Bin Contributing
Bin (RWB) (WB) Quarters

Pre-COVID period

$0 – $0.99 $9.00 — $9.99 2014q3 — 2015q2
$0 – $0.99 $10.00 — $10.99 2016q1 — 2016q4
$0 – $0.99 $10.50 — $11.49 2017q1 — 2017q4
$0 – $0.99 $11.00 — $11.99 2018q1 — 2018q4
$0 – $0.99 $12.00 — $12.99 2019q1 — 2019q4

COVID period

$0 – $0.99 $13.00 — $13.99 2020q1 — 2020q4
$0 – $0.99 $14.00 — $14.99 2021q1 — 2021q4
$0 – $0.99 $15.00 — $15.99 2022q1 — 2022q2

Note: Displays the quarters from each set of $1 wage bin-specific estimates that contribute to the $0–$0.99 relative wage
bin (the wage bin earning between each new minimum wage and up to $0.99 more in the year following each minimum
wage increase).
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FIGURE P.1
Change in Wagebin-specific Employment per capita, Relative Wage Bin $0 – $0.99
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Note: Continues on next page.
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FIGURE P.1 – Cont’d.
Change in Wagebin-specific Employment per capita, Relative Wage Bin $0 – $0.99
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Note: Continued from previous page. Estimated using employment and earnings data on workers aged 16–19 in the
CPS and local unemployment data from LAUS. Shows the wagebin-specific synthetic control estimated effects of the
California minimum wage increases on the share of employment in each $1 wage bin that contributes to the relative
wage bin $0–$0.99 (for our pre-pandemic bin-by-bin analysis, we only consider the wage bins and quarters indicated in
the pre-Covid period in Table P.1. For the pandemic-inclusive bin-by-bin analysis, we consider all the wage bins and
quarters indicated in Table P.1). The donor pool consists of 20 untreated/control states for the period ending in 2022q2.
The y-axis shows the estimated difference in each quarter between the (smoothed, normalized to 2014q2) outcome value
in California and its estimated synthetic control. The solid blue line is the estimated difference (effect) for California,
while the grey lines show the estimated differences from in-space placebo treatments on the donor pool states. For each
$1 wage bin, the grey-shaded area indicates the quarters in the year immediately following the minimum wage increase
that set the minimum wage to be the lower bound of that $1 wage bin, while the red-shaded area indicates the quarters
in the year immediately preceding that minimum wage increase. For each state, the estimates in the red-shaded area are
differenced-out of the estimates four quarters later, in the grey-shaded area, then divided by the average employment-
population ratio in the year preceding treatment, to calculate the estimated effect of each minimum wage increase on the
share of employment in each $1 wage bin.
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